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PREFACE 
The present dissertation is devoted to the study of '"Analysis 
of Software Reliability". The subject matter of the dissertation 
has been arranged in six chapters. First chapter is of an 
introductory nature and we discuss the concept of reliability, 
some important statistical probability distribution with 
properties. And accelerated life tests with models. 
Chapter second is concerned with the study of Software 
Reliability and its importance. We discuss life cycle model 
with its advantages & drawbacks, Software testing 
methodology and Software Reliability costs models. 
Third Chapter is concerned with the study of Softwaie 
Reliability Growth Models (SRGMs). The Software Reliability 
Model (SRM) is the tool, which can be used to evaluate the 
software quantitatively, provide development test status, 
schedule status and monitor the changes in the reliability 
performance. 
In chapter four, an overview of software release assessment 
based on reliability requirement and testing time. A Non-
Homogeneous Poisson Process (NHPP) is employed to analyze 
the delayed S-shaped model for determining the optimum 
software release time. The optimal release time is obtained by 
minimising the expected total cost of the software. The 
reliability requirement to predict the optimum release policy 
of the software system is also discussed. 
In chapter five, we discuss software reliability growth models 
incorporating a learning factor in testing. A general model is 
developed and appropriate parameter estimations have been 
carried out and optimal release policies are discussed. 
In chapter six, Several Software Reliability Growth Models 
(SRGMs) have been developed in the literature. Some exhibit 
exponential reliability growth whereas others are S-shaped. 
They are broadly classified in these two categories. As S-
shapedness in reliability can be ascribed to different reasons. 
there as many models exist in the literature at times leading to 
confusion in model selection from the plethora of models 
available. We study a broad class of these models and prove 
analytically that all of these implications categorise errors 
depending on their severity and their time of removal. 
References of the books / journals consulted through the task 
are given in the last. -ST 
CHAPTER -1 
ELEMENTS OF RELIABILITY THEORY 
1.1 Introduction 
What is Reliability? 
We often talk of an 'object' being reliable in the sense that it can be 
trusted to perform a certain job to the satisfaction of the 'user' under 
'normal conditions'. For example, a car is said to be rehable if we are 
sure to complete our journey without any breakdown on the way, 
provided nothing unusual (like hailstorm, fog, torrential rain or an 
accident) happens. Of human beings, newspersons often talk of 'reliable 
sources'. In both the cases the word rehable means 'dependable' or 
'trustworthy'. 
The scientific meaning of the term rehability is 'repeatability' or 
'consistency'. A measure is considered rehable if it would give us the 
same result over and over again (assuming that what we are measuring 
isn't changing). 
Rehability as a concept in Industrial Engineering can be defined as 
'freedom from failure', 'the abihty to perform the specified mission' for a 
specified time under specified conditions. 
In the field of Statistics, the reliability is defined as the characteristic of 
an item expressed by the probability that it will perform a required 
fimction under stated conditions for a stated period of time. 
How to Measure Reliability? 
Chit of several definitions available, the most comprehensive definition of 
rehability is given by Crowder et al. (1991): 
'Reliability of a system (or a component) refers to its ability to operate 
properly according to a specified standard'. 
Going by this definition, it is felt that different measures of rehabihty are 
necessary, as different devices may have different objectives and 
standards. The use of a certain device actually determines the kind of 
reliability measure that is most meaningful and most useful. For example, 
the rehability measure associated with nuclear power reactor components 
is fi-equently taken to be the failure rate, since failure of a reactor is of 
primary concern. On the other hand, a power supply for a deep space 
probe must fimction without failure for the entire mission duration and so 
the probability of survival for the mission, is the most important measure 
of rehability. We now describe a commonly used measure of reliability 
that is based on the probability of an item that functions until first failure, 
functioning beyond some specified time. 
Reliability function: Reliability is described by the reliability function 
R{t), that is the probability that a system or a component will carry out 
its mission through time t (Rigdon & Basu (2000)). 
The rehability function (also called the survival function) evaluated at 
time / is just the probabihty that the failure time T is beyond time /. 
Thus, the relation that defines the rehabihty function is given by 
R(t) = P{T>t) = l-FitX (1) 
where F(t) is the cumulative distribution fimction of the failure time T, 
which is supposed to be a random variable. 
t 
F(t) = lf(t)dt. (2) 
0 
The Cumulative distribution function is also known as the unreliability 
function, and is represented by the function Q(t). 
Q(t) = F(t) = \f(t)dt. 
0 
(3) 
These two states are also mutually exclusive. Since reliability and 
unreliability are the probabilities of these two mutually exclusive states, 
the sum of these probabilities is always equal to unity. So then: 
Qit) + R{t) = \ 
R{t) = l-Qit) 
t 
R{t) = \-\f{t)dt 
00 
R{t)=\mdt 
(4) 
The relationship between the reliability function and the cdf, or the 
unreliability function shown in the figure. 
no 
Probability of Fail 
(Unreliability) Probability of Success 
(Reliability) 
Random Variable t. time4o-faiiure 
1.2 Basic Concepts Of ReliabUity 
The Expected Life: The expected life, or the expected time during which 
an item functioning until first failure will perform successfully, is defined 
as 
00 
E{T)=ltf(t)dt (1) 
0 
where f{t) is the pdf of T, the lifetime of the item. As the lifetime of 
an item has to be non-negative, we must have f{t) defined for r > 0. 
Another convenient method for determining the expected life is given by 
00 
E{T) = JR{t)dt (2) 
0 
This may be shown to be true by integration by parts. E{T) is also known 
as the mean time to failure (MTTF). 
Failure Rate and Hazard Function: The failure process is usually quite 
complex and it is often difficult to understand the mechanics of the 
underlying process. It is even more difficult to mathematically describe a 
failure process. 
However, these difficulties can be overcome by applying the concept that 
permits different distributions to be distinguished on the basis of physical 
considerations. Such a concept is expressed as a hazard rate. A closely 
related concept is that of failure rate. 
Failure Rate: The rate at which failures occur in a certain time interval 
[t\,t2] is called the failure rate during that interval. It is defined as the 
probability that a failure per unit time occurs in the interval, given that a 
failure has not occurred prior to /^  the beginning of the interval. Thus the 
failure rate is given by 
t 00 00 
\mdt \f(Odt- IfiOdt 
^(0 = — ^ = ^ (3) 
h h 
if we substitute ti= t and t2 = t + A? , we get 
m^Ml^ (4) 
^ ^  AtR{t) 
Note that the failure rate is a function of time period. 
The rate in the above definition is expressed as failure per unit time. In 
practice the time units nMght be replaced by kilometres, revolutions stress 
and so on. 
Hazard Rate: The hazard rate (or hazard rate function or, simply hazard 
function) is defined as the limit of the failure rate as the length of the 
interval, [tiJi] approaches zero. Thus, it is instantaneous failure rate. 
The hazard rate h(t) is defined as 
m= lim ««-«( ' -^ ) 
- l «« A/^0 AtR(t) R(t)l ^v J . . . 
dt R(t) 
The quantity h{t)dt represents the probability that a device of age t will 
fail in the small interval of time / to t + At. The importance of the hazard 
rate is that it indicates the change in the failure rate over the life span of 
the device. For example, two designs may provide the same reliability at 
a specified point in time, however the failure rates up to this point in time 
may differ. The failure rate is analogous to the death rate, in actuarial 
theory, as the hazard function is analogous to the force of mortality. 
A typical Hazard rate generally has the so-called bathtub shape shown in 
the figure 1.2.1. 
The Bathtttb Ciirvc 
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Fig 1.2.1: A typical (bathtub) hazard rate curve. 
In the above figure three distinct failure regions are indicated. The first, 
called the initial failure region, is characterized by a decreasing failure 
rate. It represents early failures due to material or manufacturing defects. 
Good quality control and bum-in product testing may reduce the chances 
of early failure or even eliminate it altogether. 
The second region, called the chance or random failure region, is 
characterized by a constant failure rate. It represents chance failures 
caused by sudden stresses, unusually severe and unpredictable operating 
conditions, and so on. To minimize or eliminate these would require a 
device that is over designed for the vast majority of situations. 
The third position, called the wear-out failure region, is typified by an 
increasing failure rate, resulting fi^om equipment deterioration, 
accumulated shocks, fatigue and the like. 
Thus it may be more convenient to select a distribution of the shape 
characteristics of the hazard rate rather than the shape of the pdf . 
It can be shown mathematically that a hazard function must satisfy the 
condition 
00 
^h{t)dt = 00 (6) 
0 
where h{t) > Ofor all f > 0. 
Cumulative Hazard Function: Based on the concept of hazard fimction, 
we also define Cumulative Hazard Fimction or integrated hazard fimction 
given by 
H(t) = jh(T)dT, t>0 (7) 
0 
It is easy to see that cumulative hazard fimction satisfies the following: 
(i) H(0) = 0, 
(ii) lim/f(0 = oo, 
(iii) H(t) is non-decreasing. 
1.3 SOME IMPORTANT PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS 
A statistical distribution is fully described by its pdf (or probability 
density function). We use the definition of the pdf to show how all other 
functions most commonly used in reliability engineering and life data 
analysis can be derived. The reliability function, failure rate function, 
mean time function and median life function can be determined directly 
from the pdf. We discuss some important distribution and their important 
features and characteristics. 
1.3.1 EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTION: 
The Exponential distribution is a very commonly used distribution in 
ReUability (Engineering) Statistics just as the Normal distribution is in 
other areas of Statistics. Due to its simplicity, it has been very widely 
employed even in the cases where its use may not be convincingly 
justified. Davis (1952), Epstein (1958), Barlow and Proschan (1965) are 
among those who have put forth arguments in its favour. 
The exponential distribution is inherently associated with the Poisson 
process. Exponential distribution also occurs in several other contexts, 
such as the waiting time problems. Maguire, Pearson and Wynn (1952) 
studied mine accidents and showed that time intervals between accidents 
follow Exponential distribution. 
The single-parameter Exponential distribution is given by 
f{t) = Xe-^^ =-e-'^''^, r>0 ,A>0,m>0. (1) 
m 
where, 
X = constant failure rate, in failures per unit of measurement, e.g. failures 
per hour, per cycle, etc. 
m = mean time between failures, or to a failure, 
T = operating time, life, or age, in hours, cycles, miles, actuations, etc. 
This distribution requires the knowledge of only one parameter, A, for its 
application. 
EXPONENTIAL STATISTICAL PROPERTIES 
The Mean or MTTF: The mean, f, or mean time to failure (MTTF) of 
the 1-parameter exponential distribution is given by: 
f = \t.f{t)dt = \t.X.e~^dt = - (2) 
0 0 ^ 
The Median: The median, f, of the 1-parameter exponential distribution 
is given by: 
f=-0.693 (3) 
The Mode: The mode, T, of the 1-parameter exponential distribution is 
given by: 
f=0 (4) 
The Standard Deviation: The standard deviation, cr7',of the 1-parameter 
exponential distribution is given by: 
cJT=j = m (5) 
The Reliability Function: The 1-parameter exponential reliability 
function is given by: 
_r 
R{T) = e~^^=e f" (6) 
This function is the complement of the exponential cumulative 
distribution function or. 
T 
RiT) = \-Q{T) = \-\f{T)dT (7) 
0 
and. 
T 
R{T) = 1 - I Jle'^^dT = e~^^ (8) 
0 
The Conditional Reliability: The exponential conditional reliability 
equation gives the rehabihty for a mission of t duration, having already 
successfully accumulated T hours of operation up to the start of this new 
mission. The exponential conditional rehability function is: 
^(no=^^g:±^=£:^=. -^ (9) Rcn e -XT 
which says that the reliability for a mission of t duration undertaken after 
the component or equipment has already accumulated T hours of 
operation from age zero is only a ftmction of the mission duration, and 
not a function of the age at the beguming of the mission. This is referred 
to as the memory less property. 
The Exponential Reliable Life: The rehable life, or the mission duration 
for a desired rehability goal ?^ for the 1-parameter exponential 
distribution is given by: 
Or, l„[i?(,^ J (10) 
^R= ^ 
The Exponential Failure Rate Function: The exponential failure rate 
function is given by: 
KT)-
R(T) 
-X{T) 
-ZiT) = A, = Constant (11) 
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTION : 
The characteristics of the 1-parameter exponential distribution can be 
exemplified by examining its parameter, lambda, /I, and the effect 
lambda has on ihQpdf, reliability and failure rate functions. 
Effects of A on the pdf 
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The scale parameter is ]_ 
• As /I is decreased in value, the distribution is stretched out to the 
right, and as /I is increased, the distribution is pushed toward the 
origin. 
• This distribution has no shape parameter as it has only one shape, 
i.e. the exponential. The only parameter it has is the failure rate, /i. 
• The distribution starts at T = 0 at the level oi j{T = Q) =- I and 
decreases thereafter exponentially and monotonically as T 
mcreases and is convex. 
• Asr^oo,/7) ^0. 
• This pdfcdSi be thought of as a special case of the Weibull pdfvnih 
Effects of X on the Reliability Function 
Reiabilityvs Time Plot 
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The 1-parameter exponential reliability function starts at the value of 1 
at r = 0. It decreases thereafter monotonically and is convex. 
• AsT ^oo,R(T^^) ^0. 
Effects of Z on the Failure Rate Function 
The failure rate function for the exponential distribution is constant and it 
is equal to the parameter yi. 
Failure Rate vs Time Plot 
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1.3.2 WEIBULL DISTRIBUTION 
Of all the probability distributions available for reliability problems, 
Weibull distribution is the most commonly used probability distribution 
in the field of industrial engineering as well as for failure data analysis, 
(also known as hfe data analysis). 
The distribution is named after Waloddi Weibull, a Swedish physicist, 
who used it in 1939 to represent the distribution of the breaking strength 
of materials. Kao, J.H.K. (1958-1959) advocated the use of this 
distribution in reliability studies and quality control work. Leiblein and 
Zelen (1956) used it as a model for ball bearing failures. Mann (1968) 
gave a variety of situations in which the distribution is used for other 
types of failure data. 
The 2-parameter Weibull/7<^is given by: 
P fT^fi-^ -
rj \nj 
f{T) = ^ - e ^"^ (1) 
where. 
f(T)>0,T>0,j3>0,Tj>o 
and, 
• 7] = scale parameter 
• P ^ shape parameter (or slope). 
WEIBULL STATISTICAL PROPERTIES 
The Mean or MTTF: The mean, f of the 2-parameter Weibull pdf is 
given by: 
^ = 4i.l) (2) 
where T 
yP ) 
is the gamma function evaluated at the value of 
^ 
+ 1 
yy ) 
The Median: The median, f, of the 2-parameter Weibull is given by: 
The Mode: The mode, f, of the 2-parameter Weibull is given by: 
(3) 
r = 77 
1 
(4) 
The Standard Deviation: The standard deviation, 0-7-, of the 2-parameter 
Weibull is given by: 
cjj=r]AY (1 ^ j \ ^ 
-+i -r - + i 
KP J 
(5) 
The cdf and the Reliability Function: The cdf of the 2-parameter 
Weibull distribution is given by: 
F{T) = \-e 
(TY 
(6) 
The Weibull rehability function is given by: 
rT\P 
R(T) = l-F(T) = e - a \^) (7) 
The Conditional Reliability Function: The Weibull conditional 
reliability ftmction is given by: 
R{T,t) = RiT) 
or. R{T,t) = e 
K V ) (8) 
Above equation gives the reliability for a new mission of t duration, 
having already accumulated T hours of operation up to the start of this 
new mission and the units are checked out to assure that they will start the 
next mission successfully. (It is called conditional because you can 
calculate the reliability of a new mission based on the fact that the unit(s) 
ah-eady accumulated T hours of operation successfully). 
The Reliable Life: For the 2-parameter Weibull distribution, the rehable 
life, Tji, of a unit for a specified reUability, starting the mission at age 
zero, is given by: 
7-«=,.{-l„[«fe)])"^ ('» 
This is the life for which the unit will function successfully with a 
reliability oiRiT^). If R{TR)= 0.50 thenr^^f, the median life, or the 
life by which half of the units will survive. 
The Failure Rate Function: The 2-parameter Weibull failure rate 
function, A (7), is given by: 
A{T) = f(T) ^ P 
R{T) rj 
P-\ 
(10) 
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE WEIBULL DISTRIBUTION: 
The characteristics of the 2-parameter WeibuU distribution can be 
exemphfied by examining the two parameters, beta, /? and eta, J] , and the 
effect they have on thepd/, rehabihty and failure rate functions. 
Effects of y^on the pdf 
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Fig. A: Weibull/'#with 0 <p< 1, p= 1, y^ > 1 and a fixed 77 
For 0 < y5< 1, the failure rate decreases with time and: 
AsT-^0,f{T) ^cx) 
• Asr->oo,X7)^0. 
• fij) decreases monotonically and is convex as T increases. 
• The mode is non-existent. 
• For /?= 1, it becomes the exponential distribution, as a special 
case, or 
r 
f{T) = -e ^ ;7>0, r > 0 
where — = /l= chance, useful life or failure rate. 
V 
• For P>\, j{T), the WeibuU assumes wear-out type shapes {i.e. the 
failure rate increases with time) and: 
• X7) = 0a t r=0. 
• J{T) increases as T -> T (mode) and decreases thereafter. 
• For P= 2 \i becomes the Rayleigh distribution as a special 
case. For /?< 2.6 the Weibull pdfis positively skewed (has a 
right tail), for 2.6 < p< 3.7 its coefficient of skewness 
approaches zero (no tail); consequently, it may approximate 
the normal pdf dx\6. for p> 3.7 it is negatively skewed (left 
tail). 
• The parameter >^ is a pure number, i.e. it is dimensionless. 
Effects of p on the Reliability Function and the cdf 
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• i?(J) decreases sharply and monotonically for 0 < fi< 1, it is convex 
and decreases less sharply for the same /?. 
• For /?= 1 and the same rj, R{T) decreases monotonically but less 
sharply than for 0 < ;^< 1 and is convex. 
• For y0> 1, R{T) decreases as T increases but less sharply than before 
and as wear-out sets in, it decreases sharply and goes through an 
inflection point. 
Effects of p on the Failure Rate Function 
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The Weibull failure rate for 0 < y^< 1 is unbounded at r = 0. The failure 
rate,/i(Z), decreases thereafter monotonically and is convex, approaching 
the value of zero a s r - ^ c o o r / l ( o o ) = 0. This behavior makes it suitable 
for representing the failure rate of units exhibiting early-type failures, for 
which the failure rate decreases with age. When such behavior is 
encountered, the following conclusions can be drawn: 
• Bum-in testing and/or environmental stress screening are not 
well implemented. 
There are problems in the production line. 
• Inadequate quality control. 
• Packaging and transit problems. 
• For ^=1 , ;i (7) yields a constant value of - , or, 
/i(r) = 2 = -
This makes it suitable for representing the failure rate of chance-type 
failures and the useful life period failure rate of units. 
• For p> 1, X{T) increases as T increases and becomes suitable for 
representing the failure rate of units exhibiting wear-out type failures. 
For 1< >5< 2 the /l(7) curve is concave, consequently the failure rate 
increases at a decreasing rate as T increases. 
• For /3= 2, or for the Rayleigh distribution case, the failure rate 
function is given by: 
hence there emerges a straight line relationship between A (2) and T, 
starting at a value of /l(7) = 0 at T = 0 and increasing thereafter with a 
2 
slope of-—. Consequently, the failure rate increases at a constant rate 
1 
as T increases. Furthermore, if 77=1 the slope becomes equal to 2 and 
/I (J) becomes a straight line which passes through the origin with a 
slope of 2. 
• When y^ > 2 the X{T) curve is convex, with its slope increasing as T 
increases. Consequently, the failure rate increases at an increasing rate 
as r increases indicating wear-out hfe. 
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• A change in the scale parameter 77 has the same effect on the 
distribution as a change of the abscissa scale. 
• If 77 is increased, while J3 is kept the same, the distribution 
gets stretched out to the right and its height decreases, while 
maintaining its shape and location. 
• If 77 is decreased, while J3 is kept the same, the distribution 
gets pushed in toward the left (i.e. toward its beginning, or 0) 
and its height increases. 
1.3.3 LOGNORMAL DISTRIBUTION 
The lognoraial distribution is commonly used for general reliability 
analysis, cycles-to-failure in fatigue, material strengths and loading 
variables in probabilistic design. A random variable is lognormally 
distributed if the logarithm of the random variable is normally distributed. 
Since the logarithms of a lognormally distributed random variable are 
normally distributed, the lognormal distribution is given by: 
1 f f l _'Til\ 
f(T') = l-=e ^^""T' ^ (1) 
where T'=\nT, and where the Ts are the times-to-failure, 
and 
• T' = mean ofthe natural logarithms ofthe times to failure, 
• af = standard deviation of the natural logarithms of the times to 
failure. 
The lognormal pdf can be obtained, reahzing that for equal probabilities 
under the normal and lognormal pdfs incremental areas should also be 
equal or, 
fiT)dT = f(r)dT' (2) 
Taking the derivative yields. 
dT' = ^ (3) 
Substitution yields. 
/(7-) = / £ ) = 1 -
f fjif nnf\^ 
V ^r J (4) 
where, 
f{T)>0 ,T>0, -oo<r<oo, o-r >0 
LOGNORMAL STATISTICAL PROPERTIES: 
The Mean or MTTF: The mean of the lognormal distribution, T, is 
given by: 
T=e 2 ^ (5) 
The mean of the natural logarithms of the times-to-failure, 7", in terms of 
T and aj is given by: 
T' = ]n(T)--\n 
(.2 \ 
Gj 
+ 1 
, r2 ^ 
(6) 
The Standard Deviation: The standard deviation of the lognormal 
distribution, <jj, is given by: 
^r=J^ V ) 
(7) 
The standard deviation of the natural logarithms of the times-to-failure, 
c j ' , in terms of T and <jj is given by: 
0-7-= In 
T^2 
(8) 
V^ J 
The Median: The median of the lognormal distribution is given by: 
(9) 
The Mode: The mode of tiie lognormal distribution is given by: 
T=e 
T -Grp, (10) 
The Reliability Function: For the lognormal distribution, the reliability 
for a mission of time T, starting at age 0, is given by: 
X 
R{T)=\mdt 
T 
00 
or. R{T)=\ 1 
't-r^^ 
ar J dt 
r^r-v/2^ 
(11) 
There is no closed form solution for the lognormal rehability fimction. 
Solutions can be obtained via the use of standard normal tables. 
The Lognormal Failure Rate: The lognormal failure rate is given by: 
1 aT' J 
KT)= f{T) ^ T'crr^ R(T)~ ^t-r^^ (12) 
\(^T' J 
,(jj'^2n 
dt 
CHARACTERISTICS 
DISTRIBUTION: 
OF THE LOGNORMAL 
• The lognormal distribution is a distribution skewed to the right. 
• The /7c|f starts at zero, increases to its mode and decreases thereafter. 
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The characteristics of the lognormal distribution can be exempUfied by 
examining the two parameters, the log-mean, (T ' ) and the log-std, {CJJ'^ 
and the effect they have on the pdf. 
Looking at the Log-mean (7") 
• The parameter, T', or the log-mean life, or the MTTF' in terms of the 
logarithm of the Ts is also the scale parameter and is a unitless 
number. 
• For the same o-fihQpdfs skewness increases as /"increases. 
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Looking at the Log-std {<JJ') 
• The parameter cr^', or the standard deviation of the F s in terms of 
their logarithm or of theirT', is also the shape parameter and not 
the scale parameter as in the normal pdf. It is a unitless number and 
assumes only positive values. 
• The degree of skewness increases as <jj' increases, for a given T'. 
• For cTj' values significantly greater than 1, the pdf rises very 
sharply in the begiiming, i.e. for very small values of T near zero, 
and essentially follows the ordinate axis, peaks out early, and then 
decreases sharply like an exponential pdf or a WeibuU pdf with 
0<y^<l . 
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1.4 Experiment Plans And Life Test Procedures 
In some situations, physical constraints related to the problems under 
study, or a lack of prior knowledge about the problems, can make precise 
planning of an investigation difficult. In well-controlled situations, on the 
other hand, experiments can often be planned to satisfy defined 
objectives. Much of the discussion concerns life test procedures, for 
several reasons. One is that life test plans with stated economic objectives 
are important in many areas and widely used. A second reason is that 
many of the considerations involved with them are relevant in planning 
any life time distribution investigation. Finally, by examining different 
experiment model. We gain insight into the difficulties of designing plans 
for other distributions. 
The most common life testing problem involves testing a specific value 
OQ of 6 against values less than OQ . For example, a consumer may want 
the mean lifetimes of a particular type of item to be satisfactorily high. 
With this in mind, a plan is set up whereby one can test, that the mean 
lifetime is 6Q , against the alternative that it is less than OQ . We, therefore, 
consider testing. 
Life tests plans are generally designed so that the size and power of the 
test at some particular value $\<dQ are specified. The size of the test is 
defined as 
a = P(reject HQ: BKOQ) 
and the power fimction, defined for 6\<0Q, is given by 
P(0l) = P(reject HQ: <9<^I) 
(i) Type II Censored (Non Replacement) Life Test Plans 
Consider the problem of testing the hypothesis (1.4) on the basis of a type 
censored sample containing the r smallest lifetimes tn\ < < trj.\ 
In a total sample of size n. For a given r and n, a size uniformly most 
powerful test of //Q verses H^ exists and has acceptance rule of the form 
AcceptHQ if 0>Ca = —^,a (1) 
2r 
^ = IS^(/)+ («-'•>(/•) 1 A (2) 
For any positive integer r one can get a size a test. If we also require the 
power of the test ^ = ^ j to be 1 - > ,^ then 
(3) 
But if ^ = ^ithen Ird 16^ ~ zL\ and so 
P(<9l)=F 
( lr6 2rCa 
< ^ 
ex ^1 J 
( 
= p y2 .^^a] 
(4) 
Thus xl2r\\-p = '^^oc ie\ or since Ca = ^ o;!r(^ 2/-),a '^^ 
2 
Oo 
(5) 
Hence to make P{d\) equal to \- P\ we must choose r such that (5) is 
satisfied. 
1.4.1 Some Other Life Test Plans 
There are many ways to run a life test experiment. Other possibilities 
include plans with type I censoring, a mixing of Type-I and Type-II 
censoring or a sequential procedure. In addition, tests can sometimes be 
run with replacement, whereby items that fail are immediately replaced 
by new items, so that there are always n items on test. Still another 
possibihty is to use partial replacement, replacing only a portion of the 
failed items. A few plans are given below. 
(i) Type II Censoring With Replacement 
Sometimes it is feasible to replace failed items immediately, with the 
result that n items are continually on test. If the test is tenninated at the 
time Tj., of the r^^ item failure, then there is Type II censoring with 
replacement. The hkelihood function is 
L{0) = ±e-^'''' (1) 
where ^tj is the total observed Ufetime, or the "total time on test". Since 
there are n items on test at all times and the test terminates at time 
Tf.,^ti must equal nTj. ,and 7). is sufficient for 0. 
(ii) Type I Censoring With Replacement 
If failed items are replaced immediately, so that n items are always on 
test, and if testing terminates at some prespeciiied time LQ , then there is 
Type I censoring with replacement. The likelihood function is 
L{0) = —e-^'''^ (2) 
where r is the observed number of failures and ^tj is the total time on 
test. 
(iii) Type I Censoring Without Replacement 
If each device that fails is not replaced by a new one, and if test is 
terminated after a prespecified number of failures have occurred. In a 
type I censored test the test length is specified to be some fixed number 
LQ .The likelihood function is 
(3) ,(.)=J_exp[-lf(^ 
0 V /=1 ^  ^ 
1.5 Accelerated Life Tests 
Many devices such as electronic items have very high rehabihty when 
operating within their intended normal use environment. This presents 
problems in measuring the rehability of such devices because a very long 
period of testing under the actual operating conditions would be required 
to obtain sufficient data to estimate the rehability. Even if this testing 
could be accomphshed, the time frame is such that the devices may 
become absolute before their rehability is estabUshed due to high rate of 
technological advances. Also, it would be difficult to conduct the testing 
in laboratory. 
One solution to the problem of obtaining meaningful life test data for 
high rehability devices is accelerated life testing. This type of testing 
involves observing the performance of these kinds to devices operating at 
higher stress levels than usual to obtain failures more quickly, hi order to 
shorten product life, it is a well estabhshed engineering practice to use 
certain stresses or accelerating variables, such as higher levels of 
temperature, voltage, pressure, vibration, etc., than the normal operating 
level. 
The main difficulty of accelerated life testing hes in using the failure data 
obtained at the accelerated, or higher stress, condition to predict the 
reliability, mean life, or other quantities under the normal use condition. 
Extrapolation form the accelerated stresses to the normal use stress is 
done by choosing an appropriate model, called an acceleration model. 
The choice of an acceleration model calls for a knowledge of the 
variation of failure behaviour with environment. In parametric method, 
this involves fimctional relationship between the parameters of the failure 
distribution and the enviroimient stresses. The relationship may also 
involve unknown parameters, hi nonparametric approaches, where no 
specific form of the failure distribution is specified, the change in the 
failure distribution due to a change in environment stress is assumed. In 
either the parametric or nonparametric, all unknown parameters must be 
estimated fi"om the accelerated test data in order to extrapolate to the 
normal use stress. 
Four acceleration models are used, i.e. power rule model the Arrhenius 
model, the Eyring model, and the generalized eyring model. These 
models will be discussed by Mann, Schafer, and Singhpurwalla 1974). 
1.5.1 Acceleration Models 
The use of accelerated life testing to making inferences about the normal 
use life distribution requires a model to relate the hfe length to the stress 
levels that are to be apphed to the items being tested. This model is 
referred to as the acceleration model. 
Here some acceleration models that have been used in parametric 
nonparametric method v^ ill be described briefly. 
In parametric, suppose the life time random variable X^ of items in an 
environment described by a constant stress level F/has a probability 
distribution F (t;0j) depending on a vector of parameter^y. Two 
assumptions which are made (Mann, Schafer, and Singpurwalla, 1974) 
are 
1) The change in stress level does not change the type of the life time 
distribution F {t; 6), but changes only the parameter values. 
2) The relationship between the stress level V and the parameters 0. say 
0 = m(Y;cx,j8....) is known except for one or more of the acceleration 
parameter a,p.... and the relationship is valid for a certain range of the 
elements of V. The objective here is to obtained estimates of the 
parameters a,p.... based on life test data obtained at large values of V 
and make inferences about ^ for the normal use stress VQ . 
The exponential distribution with parameter X is widely used as a 
lifetime distribution. So the acceleration models will be discussed here 
for exponential distributions. Several authors have considered other 
lifetime distributions such as Weibull (Mann, 1972, and Nelsen, 1975), 
extreme value (Meeker and Nelson, 1975, and Nelsen and Meeker, 1978), 
and lognormal (Nelson and Kielpinski, 1976). For example, suppose that 
under constant appUcation of single stress at level Vj, the item being 
tested has an exponential lifetime distribution with mean //, given by 
f{t-Xi) = Xie-^' , r>0, />0 
(1) 
= 0, otherwise. 
Then //^  = IjXj is the mean time to failure under stress level F,. The 
following acceleration models (relationships between Xi and Vj) have 
been suggested in the hterature. 
(i) The Power Rule (Or Inverse Power) Model: 
This model can be derived by considerations of kinetic theory and 
activation energy. This model has applications to fatigue testing of 
metals, the dielectric breakdown of capacitors, and aging of 
multicomponent systems. The model is 
^i=avr^, a>0,p>0 (2) 
and this imphes that the mean time of failure//, decreases as the p^^ 
power of the applied voltage V. It is desirable to estimate a and J3 from 
life test data at stress levels Vi, ,Vf^ and make inferences about 
JUQ = 1/AQ at the normal use stress VQ . 
(ii) The Arrhenius Model: 
This model express the degradation rate of a parameter of the device as a 
function of its operating temperature. It is usually applied to thermal 
aging and is applicable to semiconductor materials. Here 
Jli=Expia-j3/Vj) (3) 
is the model, where Vj denotes the temperature stress and a and J3 are 
unknown parameters to be estimated in order make inferences about AQ 
at normal level VQ . 
(iii) The Eyring Model for a single stress: 
This model can be derived from principles of quantum mechanics and its 
express the time rate of degradation of some device parameter as a 
fimction of the operating temperature. Here 
A,=F,exp(«-/?/F,-) (4) 
is the model. 
(iv) The Generalized Eyring Model: 
This model has application to acceleration testing of devices subjected to 
a constant apphcation of two types of stresses, one thermal and one 
nonthermal. The model is 
Xi=a^' exp(- fi/KTj)exp(;K^ + (J Vj /KTf) (5) 
where a,fi,/ are unknown parameters to be estimated, K denotes 
Bolt2mann's constant, whose value is 1.38 x 10~^^ erg/degree Kelvin, T^ 
is thermal stress level and Vj is the nonthermal stress. 
CHAPTER - 2 
BASICS OF SOFTWARE REUABILITY 
2.1 Introduction 
Software now controls banking systems, all forms of telecommunications, 
process control in nuclear plants and factories, as well as defense 
systems. Even in households without a PC, many of the gadgets and the 
automobiles are software controlled. The society has developed an 
extraordinary dependence on software. There are many well known cases 
of tragic consequences of software failures. In popular software packages 
used everyday, a very high degree of rehabihty is needed, because the 
enormous investment of the software developer is at stake. Studies have 
shown that reUability is regarded as the most important attribute by 
potential customers. 
It is not possible to write software which is totally defect free, except 
possibly for very small programs. All programs must be tested and 
debugged, until sufficiently high reliability is achieved. Total elimination 
of all faults in large software systems is infeasible. Software must be 
released at some point in time; further delay will cause unacceptable loss 
of revenue and market share. The developer must take a calculated risk 
and must have a strategy for achieving the required reliability by the 
target release date. 
In recent past, enough data has available to develop and evaluate methods 
for achieving high reliability. Developing reliable software has become 
an engineering discipline rather than an art. For hardware systems, 
quantitative methods for achieving and measuring reliability have been in 
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universal use for a long time. Similar techniques for software are coming 
in use due to emergence of well understood and validated approaches. 
Here we will use the terms failure and a defect as defined below. 
Failure: a department of the system behaviour from user requirements 
during execution. 
Defect(or fault): an error in system implementation that can cause a 
failure during execution. 
A defect will cause a failure only when the erroneous code is executed, 
and the effect is propagated to the output. The testability of a defect is 
defined as the probability of detecting it with a randomly chosen input. 
Defects with very low testability can be very difficult to detect. 
Some mathematical concepts are applicable to both software and 
hardware reliability. Hardware faults often occur due to aging. Combined 
with manufacturing variation in the quality of identical 'hardware 
components, the reliability variation can be characterized as exponential 
decay with time. On the other hand, the software reliability improves 
during testing as bugs are found and removed. Once released, the 
software reliability is fixed. The software will fail time to time during 
operational use when it cannot respond correctly to an input. Reliability 
of hardware components is often estimated by collecting failure data for a 
large number of identical units. For a software system, its own past 
behavior is often a good indicator of its reliability, even though data form 
other similar software systems can be used for making projections. 
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2.2 Development Phases 
A competitive and mature software development organization targets a 
high reliability objective from the very beginning of software 
development. Generally, the software life cycle is divided into the 
following phases. 
A. Requirements and definition: In this phase the developing 
organization interacts with the customer organization to specify the 
software system to be built. 
B. Design: In this phase, the system is specified as an interconnection 
of units, such that each unit is well defined and can be developed and 
tested independently. 
C. Coding: In this phase, the actual program for each unit is written, 
generally in a high level language such as C or C++. 
D. Testing: This phase is a critical part of the quest for high 
reliability and can take 30 to 60% of the entire development time. It is 
generally divided into these separate phases. 
1. Unit test: In this phase, each unit is separately tested, and changes 
are done to remove the defects found. 
2. Integration testing: During integration, the units are gradually 
assembled and partially subsystems are tested. 
3. System testing: The system as a whole is exercised during system 
testing. 
4. Acceptance testing: The purpose of this test phase is to assess the 
system reliability and performance in the operational environment. 
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5. Operational use: Once the software developer has determined that 
an appropriate reliability criterion is satisfied, the software is 
released. 
6. Regression testing: When significant additions or modification are 
made to an existing version, regression testing is done on the new 
or "build" version to ensure that it still works and has not 
"regressed" to lower reliability. 
Table 1: Defects introduced and found during different phases. 
Phase 
Requirements analysis 
Design 
Coding 
Unit test 
Integration test 
System test 
Introduced 
10 
35 
45 
5 
2 
1 
Defects (%] 
Found 
5 
15 
30 
25 
12 
10 
Remaining 
5 
25 
40 
20 
10 
1 
Life Cycle Models: 
Many different software life cycles have been proposed. These have 
different motivations, strengths, and weaknesses. The life cycle modals 
generally require the same types of tasks to be carried out; they differ in 
the ordering of the tasks in time. 
Different software development process (or life-cycle) models: 
Waterfall model 
Rapid prototyping 
Evolutionary development 
Component reuse 
V model 
Formal transformation 
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Waterfall Model: 
Pre-Development 
(Analysis) 
Requirement 
Specification 
Software 
Design 
Software 
Implementation 
Integration 
Validation 
Installation 
Operation and 
Maintenance 
Figure: Waterfall Life Cycle model 
Each phase must be completed before the next starts. 
Original model did not allow iteration. 
Still most widely used in industry and standards. 
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• 
• 
Drawbacks: 
• Does not support parallel activity. 
No working software until very late. 
Does not support reuse. 
• Does not maintain customer involvement 
2.3 Software Reliability and its importance 
Software reliability is one of the important parameters of software quality 
and system dependability. It is defined as the probability of failure-free 
software operation in a specified environment for a specified period of 
time [Lyu96]. Its means that the probability that given software operates 
failure free for a specified time on the machine for which it was designed, 
given that it was within design limits and that the last failure occurred at a 
given time. A software failure occurs when the behaviour of the software 
departs from its specifications, and it is the result of a software fault, a 
design defect, being activated by certain input to the code during its 
execution. 
The issue of designing reliable software has acquired its importance due 
to the following reasons: 
• Systems are becoming software intensive. 
• Many software intensive systems are safety critical. 
• Software users are demanding rehable, warranted software 
systems. 
• The cost of software development is increasing. 
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2.4 Software Reliability Measures 
The classical reliability theory generally deals with hardware. In 
hardware system the reliability decays because of the possibility of 
permanent failures. However, this is not applicable for software. During 
testing, the software reliability grows due to debugging and becomes 
constant once defect removal is stopped. The following are the most 
common reliability measures used. 
Durational reliability: Following classical reliability terminology, we can 
define reliability of software system as: 
R(T)=Pr {no system failures during (o,t)} (1) 
Transaction reliability: Sometimes a single-transaction reliability 
measure, as defined below, is more convenient to use. 
R=Pr{a single transaction will not encounter a failure} (2) 
Both measures above assume normal operation, i.e. the input mix 
encountered obeys the operational profile (defined below). 
Mean-time-to-failure(MTTF): The expected duration between two 
successive failures. 
Failure intensity(A): The expected number of failures per unit. 
Note that: 
MTTF=1 (3) 
Since testing attempts to achieve a high defect-finding rate, failure 
intensity during testing Af is significantly higher than l^p^failure 
intensity during operation. Test-acceleration factor A is given by: 
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A = -^ (4) 
and is controlled by the test selection strategy and the type of application. 
2.5 Software Testing Methodology 
To test a program, a number of inputs are applied and the program 
response is observed. If the response is different from expected, the 
program has at least one defect. Testing can have of two separate 
objectives. During debugging, the aim is to increase the reliability as fast 
as possible, by finding faults as quickly as possible. On the other hand 
during certification, the object is to assess the reliability, thus the fault 
finding rate should be representative of actual operation. The test 
generation approaches can divided into the classes. 
A. Black-box (or functional) testing: The black-box approach is a 
testing method in which test data are derived from the specified 
functional requirements without regard to the final program structure. It is 
also termed data-driven, input/output driven, or requirements-based 
testing. Because only the functionality of the software module is of 
concern, black-box testing also mainly refers to functional testing ~ a 
testing method emphasized on executing the functions and examination 
of their input and output data. The tester treats the software under test as a 
black box ~ only the inputs, outputs and specification are visible, and the 
functionality is determined by observing the outputs to corresponding 
inputs. In testing, various inputs are exercised and the outputs are 
compared against specification to validate the correctness. All test cases 
are derived from the specification. No implementation details of the code 
are considered. 
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It is obvious that the more we have covered in the input space, the more 
problems we will find and therefore we will be more confident about the 
quality of the software. Ideally we would be tempted to exhaustively test 
the input space. But as stated above, exhaustively testing the 
combinations of valid inputs will be impossible for most of the programs, 
let alone considering invaUd inputs, timing, sequence, and resource 
variables. Combinatorial explosion is the major roadblock in fiinctional 
testing. To make things worse, we can never be sure whether the 
specification is either correct or complete. Due to limitations of the 
language used in the specifications (usually natural language), ambiguity 
is often inevitable. Even if we use some type of formal or restricted 
language, we may still fail to write down all the possible cases in the 
specification. Sometimes, the specification itself becomes an intractable 
problem: it is not possible to specify precisely every situation that can be 
encountered using limited words. And people can seldom specify clearly 
what they want ~ they usually can tell whether a prototype is, or is not, 
what they want after they have been finished. Specification problems 
contributes approximately 30 percent of all bugs in software. 
The research in black-box testing mainly focuses on how to maximize the 
effectiveness of testing with minimum cost, usually the number of test 
cases. It is not possible to exhaust the input space, but it is possible to 
exhaustively test a subset of the input space. Partitioning is one of the 
common techniques. If we have partitioned the input space and assume 
all the input values in a partition is equivalent, then we only need to test 
one representative value in each partition to sufficiently cover the whole 
input space. Domain testing partitions the input domain into regions, and 
consider the input values in each domain an equivalent class. Domains 
can be exhaustively tested and covered by selecting a representative 
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value(s) in each domain. Boundary values are of special interest. 
Experience shows that test cases that explore boundary conditions have a 
higher payoff than test cases that do not. Boundary value analysis 
requires one or more boundary values selected as representative test 
cases. The difficulties with domain testing are that incorrect domain 
definitions in the specification can not be efficiently discovered. 
Good partitioning requires knowledge of the software structure. A good 
testing plan will not only contain black-box testing, but also white-box 
approaches, and combinations of the two. 
B. White-box (or structural) testing: Contrary to black-box testing, 
software is viewed as a white-box, or glass-box in white-box testing, as 
the structure and flow of the software under test are visible to the tester. 
Testing plans are made according to the details of the software 
implementation, such as programming language, logic, and styles. Test 
cases are derived from the program structure. White-box testing is also 
called glass-box testing, logic-driven testing or design-based testing. 
There are many techniques available in white-box testing, because the 
problem of intractability is eased by specific knowledge and attention on 
the structure of the software under test. The intention of exhausting some 
aspect of the software is still strong in white-box testing, and some degree 
of exhaustion can be achieved, such as executing each line of code at 
least once (statement coverage), traverse every branch statements (branch 
coverage), or cover all the possible combinations of true and false 
condition predicates (Multiple condition coverage). 
Control-flow testing, loop testing, and data-flow testing, all maps the 
corresponding flow structure of the software into a directed graph. Test 
cases are carefiilly selected based on the criterion that all the nodes or 
paths are covered or traversed at least once. By doing so we may discover 
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unnecessary "dead" code ~ code that is of no use, or never get executed at 
all, which can not be discovered by functional testing. 
In mutation testing, the original program code is perturbed and many 
mutated programs are created, each contains one fault. Each faulty 
version of the program is called a mutant. Test data are selected based on 
the effectiveness of failing the mutants. The more mutants a test case can 
kill, the better the test case is considered. The problem with mutation 
testing is that it is too computationally expensive to use. The boundary 
between black-box approach and white-box approach is not clear-cut. 
Many testing strategies mentioned above, may not be safely classified 
into black-box testing or white-box testing. It is also true for transaction-
flow testing, syntax testing, finite-state testing, and many other testing 
strategies not discussed in this text. One reason is that all the above 
techniques will need some knowledge of the specification of the software 
under test. Another reason is that the idea of specification itself is broad ~ 
it may contain any requirement including the structure, programming 
language, and programming style as part of the specification content. 
We may be reluctant to consider random testing as a testing technique. 
The test case selection is simple and straightforward: they are randomly 
chosen. Study in indicates that random testing is more cost effective for 
many programs. Some very subtle errors can be discovered with low cost. 
And it is also not inferior in coverage than other carefully designed 
testing techniques. One can also obtain rehability estimate using random 
testing results based on operational profiles. Effectively combining 
random testing with other testing techniques may yield more powerful 
and cost-effective testing strategies. 
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2,6 Software Cost Models 
In defining important software cost factors, a cost model should help 
software and managers answer the following questions: 
1. How should resources be scheduled to ensure the on-time and efficient 
dehvery of a software product ? 
2. Is die software product sufficiently reliable for release (e.g. have we 
done enough testing?) 
3. What information does a manager or software developer need to 
determine the release of software from current software testing 
activities? 
Cost 
Test ing cost 
Penalty cost 
T tmc 
The following notations and basic assumptions are applied throughout 
this chapter. 
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Notation 
m(T) expected number of errors to be detected by time T. 
a total number of software errors to be eventually detected. 
b exponential index. 
A{T) fault detection rate per unit time or intensity function. 
X mission time. 
R{X I T) reliability fimction of software by time T for a mission time x. 
T software release time. 
C\ software test cost per unit time. 
C2 cost of removing each error per unit time during testing. 
E{T) expected total cost of a software system by time T. 
y time to remove an error during testing phase. 
//y expected time to remove an error during testing phase which is 
E{Y). 
General assumptions 
1. The cost to perform testing is proportional to the testing time. 
2. The cost to remove errors during the testing phase is proportional to 
the total time of removing all errors detected by the end of the testing 
phase.. 
3. There is a risk cost related to the reliability at each release time point. 
4. The time to remove error during testing follows a truncated 
exponential distribution. 
5. Without loss of generality, the Goel-Okumoto NHPP model will be 
used as a reliability function. 
Let 7 be a random variable of time to remove an error. Based on 
assumption (4), the probability density distribution of Y is given by 
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s(y) = 
0 
, forQ<y>To (1) 
where TQ is the maximum time to remove an error .The expected time to 
remove each error is 
Hy = E(Y) = \ys(y)dy = J ^^  yAe-^y •dy (2) 
0 0 f. -Az \Xe-^dz 
After sin^lifications we obtain 
1 - (AJo + 1>"^^° 
/l(l-e"^^0) 
2.6.1 A Software Cost Model with Risk Factor 
The expected software system cost, E(T), is defined as: 
(1) the cost to perform testing; 
(2) the cost incurred in removing errors during the testing phase; and 
(3) a risk cost due to software failure. 
A, The cost to perform testing is given by 
EiiT) = C^T 
B. The expected total time to remove all N(T) errors is 
(3) 
'N{T) 
i=l 
= 4N(r)]E[Yi] = m(r)M y 
Hence the expected cost to remove all errors detected by time T can be 
expressed as 
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'NiT) 
E2{T) = C2E £7,- =C2miT)My 
C. The risk cost due to software failure after releasing the software is 
E2iT) = C2[l-R{x/T)] 
where C3 is the cost due to software failure. 
Therefore , the expected total software cost can be expressed (Zhang, 
1998) as: 
EiT) = CiT + C{rm{T)pLy^C^ [l - R{x IT)] (4) 
The mean value fiinction m(T) is 
m{T) = a{\-e-^^) (5) 
The error detection rate fiinction is 
X{T) = abe-^^ (6) 
The reliability of the software is 
i?(x/r) = e-t'"(^ + )^-'"(^ )l (7) 
= e '• -• 
2.6.2 A Generalized Software Cost Model 
Notations: 
CQ set-up cost for software testing. 
C3 cost of removing an error per unit time during the operational phase 
C4 loss due to software failure 
W variable of time to remove an error during the warranty period in 
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the operation phase. 
fj, expected time to remove an error during the warranty period in the 
operation phase, which is E{W). 
T period of warranty time. 
a the discount rate of the testing cost. 
Additional Assumptions: 
(6) There is a set-up cost at the beginning of the software development 
process. 
(7) The cost of testing is a power function of the testing time. This means 
that at the beginning of the testing, the cost increases with a higher 
gradient, slowing down later. 
(8) The time to remove each error during the warranty period follows a 
truncated exponential distribution. 
(9) The cost to remove errors during the warranty period is proportional 
to the total time of removing all errors detected between the interval 
of(r,r^). 
Similarly, from assumption 8, the truncated exponential density fiinction 
of error removal time during warranty period is 
^('^) = jr^ •^'^^ 0<w>7b (8) 
0 
Therefore, the expected time to remove an error during the warranty 
period is 
1 - (KTo + l)e-^o 
^"^ = ; r (9) 
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The expected software system cost comprises of the set- up cost, the cost 
to do testing, the cost incurred in removing errors during the testing phase 
and during the warranty period, and the risk cost in releasing the software 
system by time T. Hence, the expected total software system cost E(T) 
can be expressed as follows (Pham, 1999): 
EiT) = Co + CiT"" + C2m(T)jUy + C3 [m(T + T^) - m(T)]^y 
+ C4[l-R{x/T)] 
where 0<a<l (10) 
2.6.3 A Cost Model with Multiple Failure Errors 
In this section, a software cost model is presented under the following 
assunptions: 
(1) The cost of debugging an error during the development phase is 
lower than in the operational phase. 
(2) The cost of removing a particular type of error is constant during the 
debugging phase. 
(3) The cost of removing a particular type of error is constant during the 
operational phase. 
(4) The cost of removing critical errors is more expensive than major 
errors, and the cost of removing major errors is more expensive than 
minor errors. 
(5) There is a continuous cost incurred during the entire time of the 
debugging period. 
Notation 
T software release time. 
Cii cost of fixing a type / error during the test phase /=1,2,3. 
Q2 cost of fixing a type i error during the operation phase 
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(Q2^Qi,i=l,2,3) 
C3 cost of testing per unit time. 
E(T) expected cost of software. 
RQ pre-specified software reliability. 
T debugging time required to attain minimum cost subject to a 
reliability constraint. 
Tg debugging time required to attain minimum cost subject to the 
number of remaining errors constraint, 
Tfgi debugging time required to attain maximum reliability subject to a 
cost constraint. 
T 
E(T) = j 
0 1=1 
g(t)dt 
(1) 
+ 
00 I 
TI 
3 3 
C3r + X Ciinii (T) + Y, Ca (mt (t) - m^ (T)) 
i=l 1=1 
•g(t)dt 
2.6.4 Cost Subject to Reliability Constraint 
Consider the expected, software cost E{T) and the software reliability 
R(x/T) as the evaluation criteria. We determine the optimum release 
time that Iminimizes the expected software cost subject to attaining a 
desired reliability level, Ro. then the optimization problem can be 
formulated as 
Minimize E(T) 
Subject to R(X/T)>RQ (1) 
where, 
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R{x \t) = e (2) 
T 
E{T) = j 
0 
C^t + Y^Ciimiit) .g{t)dt 
(3) 
00 
+ I C^T + £ Q i m , . ( r ) + 2 Ca{mi (0 - m,- (T)) 
1=1 1=1 
g(0^^ 
2.6.5 Cost Subject to the Number of Remaining Errors Constraint 
Consider both the expected total software system cost, E(T), and the 
expected number of failure type i errors remaining in the system, mi (T), 
as the evaluation criteria. The optimal release problem can be formulated 
as 
Minimize E(T) 
Subject to mi{T)<di /=i^ 2,3. (1) 
where 
m,( r ) = m,.(oo)-m,(r) = - ^ . - < > - A ) ' ^ - ^ 
^ Hi 
and di is the accepted number of remaining type i errors. 
Define 
(2) 
In 
T =• 
api 
ldi{l-Pi)\ 
/«, (1-A)^/ (3) 
The function yfifT) is, of course, decreasing in T for all T. Then 
~mi (T) < di if and only if J > 7^ . .^^ - -. 
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^4 
... )• 
2.6.6 Software Reliability Subject to Cost Constraint 
Consider both the software reliability R(x IT) and the expected software 
cost EiJ) as the evaluation criteria. The optimal policies problem can be 
formulated as 
Maximize R{x IT) 
Subject to E(T)< CR (1) 
where CR is the maximum amount allowable. 
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CHAPTER-3 
SOFTWARE RELIABILITY GROWTH MODELS 
3.1 Introduction and Classification 
Previous studies have shown that around 38% of the faults detected are 
due to logic and design errors, while 32% of the faults are due to 
requirement errors. The process of fault removal (repair) involves 
rewriting the code if the fault is due to coding and design error or 
changing the requirements (which require doing major repairs). The 
chronology of failure occurrence and fault removals can be utilized to 
provide an estimate of the software reliability and the level of fault 
content. In this Ught, there is a need to develop a tool that can utilize this 
information to help the software engineers and managers in monitoring 
the progress of the testing. The Software Reliability Model (SRM) is the 
tool which can be used to evaluate the software quantitatively, provid 
development test status, schedule status and monitor the changes in the 
reliability performance. There have been many SRMs developed in the 
last two decades. Most of these models are based either on failure (fault) 
count or on the time between failures. Many of these models are 
estimators i.e. they are used during the software testing phase and are 
based on historical failure (fault) data. A few models are predictive i.e. 
they provide the reliabiUty of the software even before the coding phase 
being based on a particular metrics such as program length, complexity 
and others. The estimators SRMs are probabilistic model. They assume 
that the failure occurrence (fault removal) process is a non-deterministic 
process, though the cause of the software fault and the execution of the 
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software are deterministic. Each of the SRMs is based on certainty 
hypothesis and assumptions. There have been many attempts to classify 
the SRMs according to various criteria. Some are classified on the basis 
of time domain category and the type of probabiUstic failure distribution. 
Goal classified it into four categories, namely, the time between failure 
models, error count models, error seeding models and input domain based 
models. The models are categorized into two main categories; 
1. The models which describe the dynamic aspects of failure occurrence 
process. 
2. The models which do not consider the dynamic aspects of failure 
occurrence process. 
(1) The first category is divided into three sub categories: 
(i) Markovian models: The model is classified as Markovian model if 
the probabilistic failure process is represented by Markovian process. The 
software is represented by countable stages, each state corresponding to a 
failure (fault). The transition between the states depends on the current 
state of the software and the transition probability. The memory less 
property of the Markovian process implies that a time between failures 
follows an exponential distribution .The earlier SRMs were based on 
Markovian process. Some of the models proposed in this category are; 
Schick and Wolvertol modified JM model, Littlewood proposed a model 
based on semi markovian process to describe a module structure software 
etc. 
(ii) The Non-Homogeneous Poisson Process (NHPP) models: This 
category includes the models which describe the Failure/fault process by 
an NHPP. These models are also termed as fault counting models. The 
SRM is the mean value function of NHPP. The model provides the 
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expected number of failures/faults at a given time. This module in this 
category will be discussed at length. 
(iii) Models based on Bayesian analysis: In the previous two categories, 
the unknown parameters of the models are estimated either by the least 
square method or by the maximum likelihood method. In this category of 
models Bayesian analysis is used to estimate the parameters. Based on the 
information, obtained from developing the similar software projects, the 
parameters of the models are assumed to follow certain distribution 
(known as the prior distribution). Given the software test data a posterior 
distribution can be obtained which in turn describes the failure/fault 
process. The first model in this category is the Littlewood and Verall 
model. 
(2) The second class is also further divided in to four sub categories: 
(i) The input domain models: The basic approach in this category is to 
generate a set of tests from a distribution. The distribution should be 
chosen so that it is the representative of the operation of the software and 
reliability is estimated from the outcome of the test cases .The Nelson 
model is the model in this category. 
(ii) Fault seeding models: In this class a known number of faults are 
introduced in the software. During the software testing both the seeded 
and unseeded models are found. Their proportion can give an estimate of 
the total fault count in the software. The primer model in this class is due 
to the Ditto et al. 
(iii) Software metrics models: The models in this category relate the 
fault content in the software to some features of the software program 
such as program length, complexity etc. Lipow model falls in this 
category. 
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(iv) Other static models: This category includes all the static models not 
included in the above three classes such as hypergeometric model by 
Tohma. 
There have been two trends in applying the SRGMs.The first is to adjust 
the testing environment to suit the models available, while the second is 
to analyse the testing environment and find the model that suits this 
environment. The main characters of the testing are the shape of the 
reliability curve. This shape is either exponential or S-shaped. The 
exponential shape indicates the uniform testing while the S-shaped 
indicates the lack of uniformity during the testing. 
In the real software development project ,the non uniform testing is more 
popular and hence the S-shaped has been observed in many software 
development projects. The cause of S-shaped ness has been attributed to 
many reasons. Ohba and Yamada attributed it to the time delay between 
the fauh removal and the initial failure observation which is the result of 
the unskilledness of the testing team at the early stages of the test. 
Some of the unrealistic assumptions made are as: 
• All the faults are ofthe same type. 
• The software faults are independent of each other. 
• The debugging process is perfect. 
• The in:q)erfect debugging exists and its probability is constant 
during the testing. 
• The testing effort employed to detect and remove the faults has 
some consumption pattern. 
Some ofthe software reliability growth models are described below; 
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3.1.1 Jelinski-Moranda (JM) Model 
The main hypotheses are the following: 
(1) The failures are detected independently from one another and in an 
aleatory manner. 
(2) The failure rate is the same between two consecutive faults. 
(3) The faults are corrected immediately after being detected. 
(4) The correction of one fault does not introduce another fault. 
(5) The rate of failure is proportional to the number of residual faults. 
The JM model assumes that ti,t2, , are independent random variables 
with exponential probability density functions: 
/(?,/A,-) = A,e-M (1) 
and the failure rate is: 
^i =(N-i +1)^ (2) 
where N is initial number of faults and ^ is contribution of each fault to 
overall failure rate. 
Notice that 
1. Xf is treated purely deterministically. 
2. All faults have same size ^. 
3. The rate of the occurrence of failure is reduced by an amount ^ 
with every removal. 
Reliability function is: 
Ri(t) = e<^-^^^^^ (3) 
and the MTTF^ is: 
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MTTFi=j T- (4) 
The JM model assumes that {ti^,k = \,n} are the realizations of the 
random variables Tj^^ with exponential probability density fiinctions: 
fk(0 = h(t)e 0 ={N-k + l)^-(^-^+l)<^ (5) 
where 
^l^{t) = iN-k + l)(f>= constant (6) 
When our observation of the reliability growth (debugging) begins, the 
program contains N faults. Removal of a fault occurs whenever a failure 
occurs, and at each event the rate of occurrence of failures is reduced by 
an amount ^ .Thus, ^ can be taken to represent the size of a fault. 
When { t k, k= 1 ,n } are the observed data, the current reUability is: 
/?;t(0 = e-^*«=e-(^-^+l)<* (7) 
The unknown parameters of the model, N and ^ are estimated by 
maximum likelihood method. 
For the series of "n" recorded faults the likelihood is: 
L = flfkitk) (8) 
and further (5), 
k=\ k=\ 
= f^[ln(N-k + l)]+nln(^-(/,f^l(N-k + l)tk] 
k=l k=l 
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= '^[ln(N-k + l)]+n\n(/>-(^n-</>{N-n)xn (9) 
n n 
where Xn = ^ tk yn = Yj^k (^^) 
k=\ k=\ 
and the mathematical relation : 
n 
nXn-yn = l,(k-'Otk O^) 
k=l 
N and^, are estimated using the following derivative equations: 
?^ = 0=t ^- ^^n (12) 
dN ^^N-K + \ 
d\nL 
= Q = ^ -yn-{N-n)x„ (13) 
and using the notation N= a -1, we obtain: 
j \ — = 0 (14) 
with the restrictions: 
iVeN, (l»0 , N>n (15) 
There are 2 special cases for the estimation of the parameters: 
1. If the following inequality is satisfied: 
w + 1 ^ ,, ^^ 
-^x„-y„<0 (16) 
than the likelihood function is monotone increasing N -* oo, ^-* 0 
and the ROCOF is >i = n / ;c„ 
2, If the following inequality is satisfied: 
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y^t^-nx„<0 (17) 
k=r 
than the likelihood function is monotone decreasing, 
N = n and ^ = n/y„ 
With the estimated parameters we can calculate: 
and the median after "n" debugging 
- „ . i = ^ (19) 
The most serious criticism of this model is that it assumes the debugging 
process is purely deterministic and that all faults contribute equally to the 
unreliability of the program. 
3.1.2 Littlewood (L) Model 
The main hypotheses are the following: 
1. At a failure, the fault is removed with certainty. 
2. Faults manifest themselves at times that are independently 
exponentially distributed. 
3. The rates of these faults come from r(a, yff) distribution. 
This model (Littlewood, 1981), is an attempt to answer the criticism of 
JM. The major drawback of JM is that it treats debugging as a 
deterministic process: each fix is effective with certainty and all fixes 
have the same effect on the reliability. In detail, the model assumes, as 
before: 
f(tkfAk=h)=he''^''' (1) 
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where the random variable {A;^ } represent the successive ROCOFs 
arising from the gradual elimination of faults. Here 
N-k+l 
Ajt=Oi+<D2+ + ON_k+i= X ^ 7 (2) 
where is the initial number of faults and Oy represents the (random 
variable) rate associated with fault j (in arbitrary labeling). 
The initial rates ^\ ^j^ are assumed to be independent, identically 
distributed gamma(a,y5). 
When the program has executed for a total time x, use of Bayes' theorem 
shows that the remaining rates are independent identically distributed 
gamma(Q!, fi+x) random variables. 
/ ( ^ / the fault does not occur in the periodic, x^ = 
_ fi(f)^r^he fault does not occur in the period (O, A:)/ O = ^ } 
00 
\f{(f) Pr{//re fault does not occur in the period{0, x) / O = ^]d(^ 
0 
^ jamn,a(aj)e-*^ =gammfl(«./; + . ) (4) 
\gamma{a, fi)e~^d^ 
0 
This reflects our intuitive belief that the early fixes will tend to be 
associated with faults having larger rates: the initial average fault size is 
a / /?, which becomes (o; j3+x) for the faults remaining at time x. 
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The ROCOF A^ ^ after the testing period x and the discovering of (k-1) 
errors, is the sum of (N-k+1) i.d.d, random variables, gamma(Q!,y8+x). 
Than A;^  is gamma([N-k+l]a, [)3+x]) with the mean 
P + x p + xj^_i +1 
under the condition the we have recorded a k-1 faults in the interval 
k-\ 
For this stochastic process {N(x), x >0}, the mean numbers of discovered 
errors in the period [0,x]: 
m(x) = E\N(xf[ = N*Vv\the fault occurs in theperiod{0,x)} 
= N\[ - Pr{^ Ae fault does not occur in the period{0, x)}] 
= N 
00 
1- \gamma{a,p)e' 
0 
= N 1-
P + x, (7) 
and the intensity fiinction: 
ip + xf^^ (8) 
For the exponential distribution of Tj^ and the gamma of Ay^ , using the 
total probability formula we can compute the probability density function 
which is Pareto: 
00 
fkit/xk.i)=lfit/A = Z)f(A)dA, 
0 
00 
0 n(N-k-l)a] 
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= {N-k + i)a- (P^HJ"-'*'^ 
C8 + .,„+r)(''-*+'M 
The current reliability is than: 
00 
0 
and MTTF: 
c» y3 + Ar;t-1 + ^ 
mi=M^/..-.M^[(;:;:^_,j 
0 
which does exist under the condition: 
(N-k+l)a-l>0 
The median is: 
^/i+l = C»+^«)[- ln2 - 1 3(Ar - n)a 
The restrictions for N, /I, ;5 are: 
N G N , a > 0 , yff>0,N>n 
The ML 
\nL='Z[\n(N-k + l)]-(a + \)t\n(p + Xk) 
k=\ k=l 
+ n\na + Na\n /3 - (N - n)a ln(/? + x^) 
and the equations: 
^^''^=^ + N\n/3-(N-n)\n{p + x„)~f^\n(p + Xk)=0 
k=\ da a 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
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= a l n — - — + y ; = 0 
dN J3 + x„ ^^N-k + \ 
we can estimate a from the first equation and the problem is reduced to a 
system of 2 equations. Using the following parameters N, a, /? we can 
estimate the following functions: fn+i(t), Rn+i(t), Xn+i,h(x), T „+!. 
3.1.3 Littlewood-VeeraU (LV) Model 
The correction of faults is an double random process. It is possible to 
remove a fault or to introduce a new one. The probabihty density 
functions between two consecutive failures it assumes: 
/(?,•/A,-)=V"^'' (1) 
The sequence of rates /Ij is treated as a sequence of independent 
stochastically decreasing random variables. This reflects the likelihood, 
but not certainty, that a fix will be effective. It is assumed that the 
probability density distribution for Zf: 
T{a) 
is gamma with parameters a, ^'(i). 
Note that if: 
1) the fimction ^(i) is increasing, the reliability is improved and, 
2) the function \}/(i) is decreasing, the program is less reliable ; 
debugging introduces supplementary faults. 
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The choice of parametric family for ^^ (i) is under the control of the user. 
Here we shall take 
The probability density function after seeing inter-failure times 11, t2,.... t,.i 
IS : 
M'h^ ' n,fi)'""' 
•^{i,p)\y{i,(iyt 
The current rehability is: 
and ROCOF is: 
and the MTTFj is: 
' a-\ 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
The unknown parameters of the model, a,P\,P2^^^ estimated by 
maximum likelihood method, the likelihood function being : 
k=\ 
On observing n failures the likelihood function is: 
and the InL is: 
(8) 
(9) 
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\nL = n\na + a^\n'¥(k)-(l + a)'^\n('i'(k) + tk) (10) 
k=l k=l 
By differentiating (10) w .r .t. a, and equating to zero, yields: 
a = - (11) 
t{lnMk) + tk]-\nMm 
k=l 
To remove the constraints we consider: 
^1 = A + h and 4^ 2 = A + nJ32 (12) 
where n is the current number of total observed failures ^{k) can be 
expressed in terms of ^ i > 0 and 4^ 2 > Oas: 
W^ = f^V2+f^Vl (13) 
\n-\J Vn-lJ 
By defining: 
xf=^'i-e and x | = 4 ^ 2 - e (14) 
we can now maximize in the unconstrained xi and X2 space by 
substituting (13) into (10) with ^ i and 4^ 2 defined by (14). 
3.1.4 KeiUer And Littlewood (KL) Model 
KL is similar to LV, except that reliability growth is induced via the 
shape parameter of gamma distribution for the rates. That is, it makes 
assun^tions with 
Here reliability growth, represented by stochastically decreasing rates 
(and thus stochastically increasing T's), occurs when \l/(i) is a decreasing 
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function of i. Again, choice of parametric form of \i'(i) is under user 
control. Here we shall use 
^'(i) = ^'(i,a)= (2) 
The probability distribution function after observing 11, ti,.., t,.i is: 
The reliability function is: 
J + t 
ROCOF is: 
A , « = ^ (5) 
and the MTTF is: 
MTTFi = ,/.— (6) 
The likelihood after n failures is: 
and the InL is: 
lnZ= X^n^W+lny^S^W- i:Mk)+^]^(P+ tk) (8) 
k=l k=l k=l 
Here '¥(k) is defined as (2) with 
:^0 and ^ 0 (9) 
«! + «2 «i + ^«2 
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We define yi = 1 and 
>5oNv H'(k) can be defined as*. 
ai +na2 
yi = -
a\+a2 
y\ 
+ y2 
n-\ ,n-lj 
Substituting (11) into (8) gives: 
In Z, = «In >^1 + -^l In y^  ^ 1 
. .n-k k-\ 
k=l ~+ y2 
k=\ \-y2 '^-^ 
n-l n-\ 
" (n-k k-\^ 
+ y2 - Y i n k=l "^"-1 n-\) 
By differentiating (12) w .r .t. yi and equating to zero ,we have. 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
y\ = n 
In 1 + 
k=\\ 'n-k\ 
n-\ + 72 
(k-\\ 
\n-\. 
Finally we define: 
2 2 
•'^ l =yi~^ and X2=P-^ 
(13) 
(14) 
"l'"2»y^ can be obtained by substituting (13) into (12), this function is 
then maximized over the unconstrained (x i, X2,) through definitions (14). 
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3.1.5 Poisson Model (Time-Related) 
The main hypotheses are the following: 
1. N(0) = 0 
2. the occurrence of an fault is independent of previous faults; the 
future is independent of the past. 
3. not more than one fault can occur in the time interval (t, t + dt); 
simultaneous events are 'impossible'. 
4. the rate of occurrence of failures (ROCOF ) is: 
^.^ P[\ event in {,,> + dt)]^^^^^ (1) 
dt^O dt 
The occurrence of faults is described by the non-homogenous Poisson 
(NHPP) distribution. 
p[N{t)=n\='^e-"^^) (2) 
n\ 
t 
where '"(O^ \^{s)ds (3) 
0 
m(t) is the mean (s-expected) number of fauhs occurring in the interval 
(o,t) 
m(0=fl(l-e-*') (4) 
where a is the total number of faults and b is a constant. The number of 
faults remaining after time t, assuming that each fault which occurs is 
corrected without the introduction of others, is 
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N{t)=ae-^' (5) 
The reliability function, after the most recent faults occurs and is 
corrected at time s, is 
«(,) , ,-»[.-^-.- ' (» '»] (6) 
3.2 NHPP Software Reliability Models 
Notations 
• m( t) expected number of errors detected by time t ("mean value 
function") 
• a(t) error content function, i.e., total number of error in the 
software including the initial and introduced errors at time t 
• b( t) error detection rate per error at time t 
• N(t) random variable representing the cumulative number of 
software errors detected by time t 
• y(t) actual values of N{t){yj = y(ti)) 
• S j actual time at which the J error is detected 
• R(s/t) reliability during (t,t + s) given that the last error occurred 
at time t 
3.2.1 Hyperexponential Growth Model 
The hyperexponential growth model (Ohba,1984) is based on the 
assunption that a program has a number of clusters of modules, each 
having a different initial number of errors and a different failure rate. 
Since the sum of exponential distributions becomes a hyperexponential 
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distribution. The mean value function of the hyperexponential class 
NHPP model is: 
n l _e -V (1) 
where 
n = number of clusters of modules. 
a I = number of initial faults in cluster i. 
bi = failure rate of each fault in cluster /. 
The failure intensity function can be obtained as follows: 
A(0=ia,fe,e-V (2) 
1=1 
A similar extension of the exponential growth model has been suggested 
by Yamada and Osaki (1985) by dividing software into k modules. The 
expected number of faults detected for each module are exponential. 
Thus, the expected number of faults detected for the entire software can 
be obtained as: 
k 
\-e-^i' (3) 
where 
k = number of modules in the software. 
bi= error detection rate of one fault within the i^^ module. 
Pi= probability offaults for the i^^ module. 
a = expected nimiber of software errors to be detected eventually or 
total number offaults existing in the software before testing. 
Type 1 Data: Interval Domain Data 
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Assuming that the data are given for the cumulative number of detected 
errors yi in a given time-interval (0,f/) where i=\,2,..,n and 0<ti <...<t „ 
For type 1 data, the MLEs of the parameters a and 6,- for i=\,2, ...,k can 
be obtained by solving the following equations simultaneously: 
yn 
a = -^ k 
1 
i=\ 
yn'^n*^ _ V _ _ ^^ _ 1 Z (A) 
Type 2 Data: Time Domain Data 
Assuming that the data are given for the occurrence times of the failures 
or the times of successive failures, i.e., the realization of random 
variables Sj for 7=1,2,...,n. Given that the data provide n successive 
times of observed failures sj for 0 < Si <S2 < < s „. we can convert 
these data into the time between failures Xj where xi = Sj - Sj_i for 
i=l,2,.,.,n. 
Similarly, for type 2 data, the MLEs of the parameters a and b, for 
i =1,2, ...,k can be obtained by solving the following equations: 
n 
a = k 
I ip,(l-e-*A) 
k / v ~ 2 -
-OiSj 
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3.2.2 NHPP S-shaped Model 
In the NHPP S-shaped model, the software reliabihty growth curve is an 
S-shaped cijrve which means that the curve crosses the exponential curve 
from below and the crossing occurs once and only once. The detection 
rate of faults, where the error detection rate changes with time, become 
the greatest at a certain time after testing begins, after which it decreases 
exponentially. In other words, some faults are covered by other faults at 
the beginning of the testing phase, and before these faults are actually 
removed, the covered faults remain undetected. Yamada (1984) also 
determined that the software testing process usually involves a learning 
process where testers become familiar with the software products, 
environments, and software specifications. Several S-shaped models 
(Yamada, 1984; Pham, 1997) such as delayed S-shaped, infection 
S-shaped, etc., will also be discussed in this section. 
The NHPP S-shape model is based on the following assumptions: 
1. The error detection rate differs among faults. 
2. Each time a software failure occurs, the software error which 
caused it is immediately removed, and no new errors are 
introduced. 
This can be shown as the following differential equations: 
^ = M*-m(')] (1) 
where 
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a = expected total number of faults that exist in the software before 
testing. 
bit) = failure detection rate, also called the failure intensity of a fault. 
m{t) = expected number of failures detected at time t. 
The above differential equation can be easily solved and is given by 
m (t)=a 
•lb{u)du 
1 - e 0 (2) 
3.2.3 NHPP Inflection S-shaped Model 
The inflection S-shaped model (Ohba, 1984) is based on the dependency 
of faults by postulating the following assumptions: 
1. Some of the faults are not detectable before some other faults are 
removed. 
2. The probability of failure detection at any time is proportional to the 
current number of detectable faults in the software. 
3. Failure rate at each detectable fault is constant and identical. 
4. The isolated faults can be entirely removed. 
Assume 
b(t) = 
\ + Pe -bt 
(1) 
where the parameters b and p represent the failure-detection rate and the 
inflection factor, respectively. The mean value fimction is given by: 
-w^^^i'--") \ + Pe (2) 
This model is called the inflection S-shaped NHPP model (Ohba, 1984). 
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The failure intensity function is given by: 
,(i^-f±^ (3) 
We then obtain the expected number of remaining errors at time t. 
-(oo)-40 = f ^ (4) 
For type 1 data, the estimate of parameters a and b for specified p using 
the MLE method can be obtained by solving the following equations 
simultaneously: 
and 
(5) 
( l -e-* ' - l l + ySte-"«) 
Similarly, for type 2 data, the estimate of parameters a and 6 for 
specified p using the MLE method can be obtained by solving the 
following equations: 
a = AlK^ 
\-e-^'n (7) 
and 
(l-e-*^«)(l + ;6e-*^«) P h'' h\ + Pe-^'^ 
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3.2.4 NHPP Delayed S-shaped Model 
We now discuss a stochastic model for a software error detection process 
based on NHPP in which the growth curve of the number of detected 
software errors for the observed failure data is S-shaped, called delayed 
S-shaped NHPP model (Yamada, 1984). The software error detection 
process described by an S-shaped curve can be characterized as a learning 
process in which test-team members become familiar with the test 
environment, testing tools, or project requirements, i.e. their test skills 
gradually improve. The delayed S-shape model is based on the following 
assumptions: 
1. All faults in a program are mutually independent from the failure 
detection point of view. 
2. The probability of failure detection at any time is proportional to the 
current number of faults in a software. 
3. The proportionality of failure detection is constant. 
4. The initial error content of the software is a random variable. 
5. A software system is subject to failures at random times caused by 
errors present in the system. 
6. The time between failures (i -1)^^ and i^^ depends on the time to 
the (/-l)^^ failure. 
7. Each time a failure occurs, the error which caused it is immediately 
removed and no other errors are introduced. 
Assume 
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bit)= bh 
bt + l 
(1) 
where b is the error detection rate per error in the steady-state. 
The mean value function can be obtained as: 
m(t)=a[l-{l + bt)e-^'] (2) 
which shows an S-shaped curve. This model is called the delayed S-shape 
NHPP model for such an error detection process, in which the observed 
growth curve of the cumulative number of detected errors is S-shaped 
(Yamada, 1983). The corresponding failure intensity function is: 
A(t)=abhe-''' (3) 
The reliability growth of the software system is: 
The expected number of errors remaining in the system at time t is given 
by: 
n(t) = m(oo) - m{t) = a(\ + btY^^ (5) 
For type 1 data, the estimate of parameters a and b using the MLE 
method can be obtained by solving the following equations 
simultaneously: 
a = l - ( l + ^ ?^„e'*^«) 
(6) 
and 
i-(i+k„e-^^'')] h\+bt._y^'i-^-{\+bu)e-'' (7) 
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Similarly, for type 2 data, the estimates of parameters a and b for 
specified p using the MLE method can be obtained by solving the 
following equations: 
n 
a = 
-(l + K--*^") 
(8) 
and 
2« « nbsle-^''^ 
-(l + fes^e-*^") 
(9) 
3.2.5 NHPP Imperfect Debugging Model 
In this section, the development of a software reliability model 
(pham, 1996) that addresses the problems of multiple failure types and 
imperfect debugging based on an NHPP for predicting software 
performance measures is discussed. The model allows for three different 
error types, categorized by the difficulty of removal and detection. 
Critical errors (type 1) are very difficult to detect and remove, major 
errors (type 2) are difficult to detect and remove, and minor errors 
(type 3) are easy to detect and remove. 
Notation 
• a expected number of software errors to be eventually 
detected. 
• bi error detection rate per type i error, i=l,2,3; 0<bi<b2<b3<l 
• Pi content proportion of type i errors. 
• X(t) intensity fijnction or error detection rate. 
• Ni(t) cumulative nimiber of type i errors. 
• n(t) number of errors to be eventually detected plus the number 
of errors introduced to the program by time t. 
• Pi type i error introduction rate that satisfies, 0 <p. <1 
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• m,(t) expected number of software type i detected errors by time t 
The NHPP imperfect debugging model is based on the following 
assumptions: 
1. When detected errors are removed, it is possible to introduce new 
errors. 
2. The probability of finding an error in a program is proportional to 
the number of remaining errors in the program. 
3. The probability of introducing a new error is constant. 
4. Threetypesof errors exist: 
• type 1 errors (critical): very difficult to detect. 
• type 2 errors (major): difficult to detect. 
• type 3 errors (minor); easy to detect. 
5. The parameters a and bi for i= 1,2,3 are unknown constants. 
6. The error detection phenomenon in the software is modeled by an 
NHPP. 
The fiinction m{t) is given as the solution of the following system of 
differential equations: 
|k(')]=Ah{')-'«,(')] 
|['.,»]=A|k(r)] (1) 
3 
fn(t)=^mi{t) 
i=l 
ni{0)=api 
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Wj(0)=0 
Solving the above system of differential equations simultaneously, we 
obtain the following results (Pham 1996): 
iith api (1-A) 
1 _ e<^-Pi>it (2) 
(3) 
and 
«/W= api 1 ^.^-(1-AK^ (1-A) 
The software reliability ftinction is given by: 
(4) 
(5) R[xlt)=e 
Parameter Estimation 
The model parameters a,b\,b2,63are estimated using the MLE method. 
For type 1 data (the data on the cumulative number of detected errors), 
suppose that the data are available in the form of itj,yjj), where yij 
are the cumulative number of failures type j detected up to time tj for 
i=l,2,...,n and j=l,2,3. Assuming the fault detection process is NHPP, the 
likelihood function L(a,bib2b3 ) for given data {ti,yij), i=l,2,...,n, and 
j= 1,2,3 is as follows: 
L{a,bi,b2,bi) = PR 
\^ 
' 3 (fnj(0)=0,mj(ti)=yij, 
n (6) 
^kfc)-m,.(^,.0^.-3-M,- _,^ ^^ ^^ .^ ^^ .^ ^^ _^ )| 
n n — r — — K 
j=u=i [yij - yi-ij r-
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where 
^ i \U ) = Y ^ \_^-{\-pj)>Jti (7) 
Taking the log UkeUhood function, we obtain 
[yij -yi-\,j)lnhy{ti)-mj(?,-_i)J 
\n[L{aMMM)\=Yt (8) 
Taking the partial derivatives of the log likelihood function, 
bi[L(a,bib2b3)], with respect to the unknown parameters, a,bi,b2,b2, 
and setting them equal to zero, we obtain the following system of 
equations: 
3 
l.yn,j 
a = 
= apjt„e-^'-^J>j'' (9) 
For j=1,2,3. Solving the above system of equations simultaneously gives 
the maximum likelihood estimates of parameters a, Aj, Z»2, ^ 3. 
For type 2 data (the data on failure occurrence times), assume that the 
data set is available in the form of tii type 1 errors, nj type 2 errors, and 
n3 type 3 errors, and S^^i < 81^2 ^ •••• ^  -^ Uwl, "^ 2,1 ^ -^ 2,2 ^ •••• ^  '^ 2,«1 ^  
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S < 53 2 ^.... ^  S^^fil' where Sfj is the actual time that the / failure 
of type / error occurs. Again, using the MLE method, the likelihood 
function for the NHPP model in a given data set is as follows: 
where 
Sr =inax{Si^„i,S2,n2,S3,n3} (11) 
Taking the partial derivatives with respect to the unknown parameters and 
setting them equal to zero, we obtain the following results: 
3 
« = 1 ~—:—^ (12) 
l.^ -MK-^  
"1 _nj-apjbjSy^^~^J^J^'-
For j=l,2,3. Solving equations (12) and (13) simultaneously gives the 
maximum likelihood estimates of parameters a, ftj, bj and 63. 
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CHAPTER - 4 
OPTIMAL POLICIES FOR SOFTWARE TESTING TIME 
4.1 Introduction 
With growing computer applications, more and more complex software 
products are being developed. The complexity of the software products 
insists on intensive software testing so that the errors/bugs incurred 
during the development phase can be removed and the reliability of the 
product can be ensured to a desired level. Many testing and quality 
assurance activities are carried out for the real time software applications 
like GUI(Graphical User Interface) testing, usability testing, navigation 
and link checking for web portals, and other performance and reliability 
testing. It is a good practice to invest as much time as possible in the 
testing phase of the software development life cycle so that the reUability 
can be increased. But increasing testing time, results in the increase in 
development costs and delay in the delivery of the s/w. On the other 
hand, decreasing the same might cause the unreliability of the product as 
well as an increase in the maintenance cost during the operational phase. 
Therefore, it is inq)ortant to determine the threshold time at which, the 
testing should be stopped or the software be released so that required 
reliabiUty could be achieved. 
Several researchers have studied the software release problems in 
different fi-ameworks to determine the optimum software release time. 
Some optimal polices for releasing software products have been 
implemented in the real time development processes. Yang et al (2000) 
studied operational and testing reliability in software assessment models. 
RalUs (2001) et al discussed reliability estimations for a software system. 
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Popstojanova et al (2001) used the failure information from Web logs to 
measure the rehability of web applications and the potential effectiveness 
of statistical web testing. Katerina Goseva et al (2001) described the state 
of the architecture-based approach to reliability assessment of 
component-based software. Tal et al (2000) provided an optimal testing 
policy for software reliability in safety critical systems. 
Kimura et al (1999) analyzed software release problems with warranty 
cost and reliabihty requirement. Jain and Handa (2002) investigated 
hybrid warranty poUcy for cost prediction of the total warranty reserve by 
including the effects of the time value of money. 
In this paper, some optimal policies to determine the release time so as to 
minimize the total expected cost of the software as proposed by Madhu 
Jain & Kriti Priya. we assume that after the delivery of the software, there 
is a warranty period in which the maintenance cost of the software is paid 
by the developer, we also include a discount rate in the testing cost and 
the maintenance cost to determine the present value of the total cost of 
the s/w. An NHPP S-shaped stochastic reliability model for a software 
error detection process is developed. In an S-shaped model, the error 
detection rate is time dependent, it becomes maximum at a certain time 
after the beginning of the testing and then it ceases exponentially. There 
are several S-shaped models such as Delayed S-shaped, Inflection S-
shaped etc. (Yamada [1991]). we consider the Delayed S-shaped model in 
which, the growth curve of the detected number of software errors for the 
observed failure data is S-shaped. The rest of the paper is organized as 
follows. The notations being used in the formulation of the model are 
described in section 4.2. In Section 4.3, the model is described by stating 
the assumptions. The mathematical formulation and analysis for the 
maintenance cost model are provided in Section 4.4. The model under the 
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constraint of reliability is also discussed. The future scope and 
significance of the study done are outlined in the last Section 4.5. 
4.2 Notations 
The following notations are being used to formulate the model: 
CQ Initial testing time. 
Cf Testing cost per unit time. 
c^ Maintenance cost per fault during the warranty period. 
T Software release time. 
T Optimal software release time. 
Ty^, Warranty period. 
EC(T) Total expected software maintenance cost. 
b Failure intensity. 
a Discount rate of the cost. 
Cyy ( r ) Maintenance cost during the warranty period. 
a Expected total number of faults that exists in the software before 
testing. 
b{t) Failure detection rate or the failure intensity of a fault at time t. 
m{t) Expected niimber of failures detected at time t. 
4.3 The Model 
In an S-shaped model, some faults are covered by other faults at the 
beginning of the testing phase, and before these faults are actually 
removed, the covered faults remain undetected. The growth curve of the 
detected number of errors is S-shaped. Following assumptions are 
postulated to develop the delayed S-shaped model: 
• All the errors in the software are mutually independent from the 
point of view of failure detection. 
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• At any point of time, the probability of failure detection is 
proportional to the current number of detectable faults in the 
software. 
• The error that causes the system failure is removed as soon as the 
failure occurs. 
• While removing an error, no other error is introduced in the 
system. 
• The initial error content of the software is a random variable. 
• The time between the (i-l)th and the ith failure depends on the time 
to the (i-l)th failure. 
The expected number of failures detected at time t is given by 
( ^ {t)=a 1-exp m - \b{u)du 
V 0 
(4.1) 
We consider failure detection rate as delayed S-shaped which is given 
by(cf,Pham,1997). 
b{t) = bh 
bt + \ 
Now, the mean value fimction defined in Eq.(l) becomes 
m(0=a[l-(l + fef)e'*^] 
The failure intensity fimction is given by 
^^ dt 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
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4.4 The Analysis 
We are interested in obtaining the optimal release time by minimizing the 
expected total cost incurred on software maintenance. The cost elements 
are taken by including the discount rate so as to evaluate the present value 
of the total cost. First we determine the optimal policy by taking the 
unconstrained the optimization function. Subsequently, the reliability 
constraints is in^osed to improve the model. 
4.4.1 Maintenance Cost Model 
The total expected software maintenance cost is given by 
T 
EC{T) =CQ+Ct |exp(- cxt)dt + C^(T) (4.5) 
0 
where CT^{T) is the warranty cost. We have the following two cases for 
EC{T) depending on the warranty cost element Cy^,iJ'): 
Case 1: The warranty period is of constant length and the software 
reliability growth does not occur after the testing phase. Then, 
Cw(^) = (^w {/l(r)exp(-ar>/r (4.6) 
T 
Substituting the value of C^(r) fi-om Eq.(4.6) in Eq.(4.5), we get 
T T+T^ 
EC(T) = CQ+Ct Jexp(- cadt) + Cy^, j;i(r)exp(- ca)dt (4.7) 
0 T 
Differentiating Eq.(4.7) with respect to T, and equating to zero, we get 
- (a + 2b)±-^{a + 2bf - l{a + bf In A 
T = T^ = {a^bf 
where A - ab^cjf'^^'^ -1) 
Discarding the negative value of T, we have optimum release time as: 
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T = T^ =^ 
-(a + 2b) + ^{a + 2bf -2{a + bf\nA 
{a + bf 
(4.8) 
Since d'^EC{T)/dT^ >0, therefore EC(T) has a minimum value at 
Irr -bTy 
Ti=T 
Now, X{Ti)=ab'^Tie~'''^ 
The Optimal Release Policy 1 is stated as follows: 
Pl.l T* =Ti when /l(o)>/l(r) 
P1.2 T* =0 when A(O)<A(J) 
Case 2: In this case, we assume that the warranty period is of constant 
length and software rehability growth occurs after testing phase. Thus we 
obtain 
T+Z 
CW{T) = Cw l^(t)exp{- m)dt 
T 
(4.10) 
T+T^ 
Then, EC(T) = CQ + C^  J exp(- oa)dt + c^ JA(r)exp(- at)dt (4.11) 
0 T 
Differentiating Eq.(4.11) with respect to T, and equating to zero, we get 
r=r, =t 
-(a + 2b)±^l{a + 2bf -2{a + bf\nA 
{a + bf 
where, ^ = - /^2M72)^ 
and 5 = 
T^,e 
w^ 
-{a+b)T^ 
Again we discard the negative of T and obtain the optimal release time 
as: 
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- (a + 2b) + ^l(a + 2bf - 2{a + bf In A 
T = r, = ^  (4.12) (a + bf 
In this case also, we note that d'^ECi^)ldT^ >0 so that EC(T) has a 
minimum value at 72 = T 
Now, X{T2)=ab'^T2e'^'^^ (4.13) 
The Optimal Release Policy 2 in this case, can be stated as: 
P2.1 T* =T2 when A(o)>A(r2) 
P2.2 7*=0 when A(O)< = A(72) 
4.4.2 Maintenance Cost Model with Reliability Constraint 
Now we impose reliability constraint so as to ensure the required 
reliability. The software reliability function is given by 
R{xlT) = exp[-{m(r + JC) - m(T)}] (4.14) 
where (T,T+x) is the interval during which a software failure doesn't 
occur. From Eq.(4.3), we have 
R(x/T) = a(l + bT)e-^^ (e"^ "^  -1) + abxe-^^^^"""* (4.15) 
Let the minimum required software reliability be RQ (OKRQ < 1). Then 
the optimal software release problem can be stated as: 
Minimize EC(T) 
subject to R{X/T) > RQ ^ '^ ^  ^ ^ 
Let TR denote the optimum release time satisfying the above constraint. 
Putting Rix/T) = RQ in Eq.(4.15), we get 
Inl 
TR = 
+ m(x) -1 
6^(1-6-*^) (4.17) 
Now, we given the optimal release policies for both the cases as follows: 
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For Case 1: Optimal Release Policy 3 
P3.1 If yl(O)>A(Ti) and R(x/0)<Ro, then T* = max{ri,TR}. 
P3.2 If A(0) > MTi) and R(x /0)>Ro, then 7* = 7i. 
P3.3 If A(0) < X(Ti) and R{x / 0) < i?o, then T* = TR. 
P3.4 If MO) < X(Ti) and R(x /Q)<Ro, then T* = 0. 
For Case 2: Optimal Release PoUcy 4 
P4.1 If X(0)>X(T2) and R(X/0)<RQ, then T* = max{T2,TR}. 
P4.2 If 1(0)> A(72) and R(x/Q)>Ro, then T* = T2. 
P4.3 If yl(0) < UT2 ) and R{x / 0) < i?o, then T* = TR. 
P4.4 If A(0) < A(72) a«^ ''^(^/ 0) > /?o. ^^ e« 7* = 0. 
4.5 Conclusion 
In this paper, we have presented optimal policies for determining the 
software release time by considering the delayed S-shaped reliability 
model. Various cost elements viz. initial testing cost, maintenance cost of 
the software during the warranty period and discounted cost for testing of 
the software, are used to determine the expected total cost. Two different 
cases for the maintenance cost model with unconstrained and constrained 
optimization problems during the warranty period are analyzed. The cost 
minimization achievement with certain limit of reliability requirement 
suggested has great advantages in practice fi-om design stage to 
implementation and final deployment of the software. The proposed 
policies can be used effectively by software developers for quality 
assurance in many real time appUcations that run in a distributed 
environment. With the development of wireless technology, the results 
obtained are well suited for wireless web development, to analyze the log 
files for the web pages. 
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CHAPTER - 5 
OPTIMAL SOFTWARE RELEASE POLICIES FOR MODELS 
INCORPORATING LEARNING IN TESTING 
5.1 Introduction 
Software reliability growth models (SRGMs) have been studied by 
many authors and it is well-known that no particular reliability growth 
model is "superior" in predicting software behaviour in a software 
system under all circumstances (Kanoun et al., 1991). Due to their 
complexity, no model can incorporate all factors causing 
malfimctioning of a software. Therefore, it is necessary to refine 
existing models to make them more realistic. 
Non-homogeneous Poission processes (NHPP) models are one of the 
main category of existing SRGMs as discussed in Bastani and 
Ramamoorthy (1998). These models were first developed by Goel and 
Okumoto (1979). Since then Yamada et al. have done further work in 
this area and they have developed several related models (Yamada et 
al., 1983,1984), among them, the S-shaped SRGMs are especially 
interesting and have been extensively used (Kanoun et al., 1991). 
S-shaped SRGMs were modified by Yamada et al.(l983) from Goel and 
Okumoto's Exponential Growth Model. They observed from the 
experimental data that the growth curves were often S-shaped and they 
explained this phenomena as a learning process involved in the testing 
phase, i.e., test team member becomes familiar with the test 
environment (e.g., testing tools) and they gradually improve their skills 
with the passage of time. However, they did not develop an appropriate 
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model incorporating this learning process in the testing phase of 
software. They are many other related studies which have bee carried 
out in the literature (Okumoto and Goel, 1980; Yamada and Osaki. 
1983, 1985, 1987; Kapur and Garg, 1991). A model incorporating such 
a learning process was developed by the authors (Xia et al.) in an 
imperfect debugging environment. 
In this paper, Guolin, Panlop & Santosh Kumar develop a model which 
incorporates the factor of learning process during the testing phase and 
using all the assumptions in Geol and Okumoto, with the additional 
assumption that the error detection rate is proportional to the tester" s 
experience which is an increasing function of time t. Author also show 
that Yamada et al.'s (1983, 1984) S-shaped models are particular cases 
of our model. Appropriate parameter estimations are carried out and 
optimal release policies are discussed. 
5.2 Model Formulation 
In the following we explain the notation used and state the assumptions 
that will be used in developing the model. 
5.2.1 Notation 
a : expected total number of errors in the software systems. 
b : proportionally constant (failure rate per error). 
m(t) : mean number of failures in (0,t]. 
Q : cost of testing per unit time, Q > 0. 
C2 : cost of removing an error during the testing period, C2 > 0. 
C3 : cost of removing an error during the operational period, 
C3>C2. 
T : release time. 
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T : optimal release time. 
t^ : software life cycle length. 
f(t) : learning function during the testing period. 
5.2.2 Assumptions 
(a) Software system is subjected to failure during execution caused by 
errors remaining in the software. 
(b) Software failure rate is equally affected by errors remaining in the 
software. 
(c) The occurrences of software failure follows a non-homogeneous 
Poission process. 
(d) The software error detection rate at any time is proportional to the 
number of errors remaining in the software at that time is also 
proportional to the experience of the tester. 
(e) It is assumed that 0 < f(t) < 1, / ' (0 > 0 and / ' ' (0 < 0. 
(f) Failures are independent of each other and each failure is caused by 
a single error. 
(g) Each time a failure occurs, the error which caused that failure is 
immediately removed, and no other error is introduced. 
5.2.3 Mathematical formulation and analysis 
From the assumption 5,2.2(d), we can write the following equation: 
dm(t) I dt = bf{t){a - m(t)). (5.1) 
We solve this differential equation using the initial condition m(0) = 0. 
The mean number of failures which are removed from software up to 
time t is found to be : 
m(t) = a l-QXp(-bjf(u)du) 
0 
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(5.2) 
Differentiating (5.2), we obtain 
dm{t) I dt = abf(t) expf- b]f{u)du] (5.3) 
In general, learning function can be an increasing and finite function of 
time t. However, in this paper we have derived m(t) for two particular 
learning functions as cases (a) and (b) for mathematical simplification. 
Further, these two functions for some particular values of the particulars 
resulted in S-shaped models discussed earlier by previous researchers. 
(a) Assume that 
f(t) = ^ ^^,Q<a<l,0<j3<b,/3-ba>0 (5.4) 
l + bt 
From (5.2) and (5.4), we obtain 
m{t) = a[l - (1 + bt)-"'^^' exp(->^0] (5-5) 
Note that /(O) = a and /(oo) = Plb which can be interpreted as the 
initial influence and maximum influence of experience on the detection 
rate. 
When a = 0 and fi = b,the mean value function become 
m{t) = a[l - (1 + bt) exp(->30] (5.6) 
Note that this is the delayed S-shaped SRGM introduced by Yamada et 
at.(1983). 
(b) Again, consider that 
fit) = p{a + c Qxp(-bt)y ,a>c>0,a>p>0 (5.7) 
From (5.2) and (5.7), we have 
(a + cY'" 
m(t) = a 1 (5.8) (c + aQxip(bty"' 
Again note that /(O) = /3/{a + c) and f(co) = pia have the same 
interpretations as in the previous case. 
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Note that when a = 1 and )5 = 1, the mean value fiinction is 
l + cexp(-60 
which is a parameter case of the reflection S-shaped SRGM introduced 
by Yamada et al.(1984) (the only difference is that in their model c > 0). 
5.3 Parameter Estimation 
Maximum-likelihood estimation method is used in parameters estimation. 
Suppose failures were observed at times 0 < 5, < 2^ < ... < 5„ during 
the testing period, then the likelihood function for the unknown 
parameters in the NHPP model is: 
L = Qxp(-misJ)fldm{s.)/dt (5.10) 
1=1 
where 
l-exp(-blf(t)dt 
0 
(5.11) 
and 
dm{s.)ldt = abf(s.)Qxp(-b\f(t)dt (5.12) 
0 
Alternatively, if the cumulative number of failures JV^  were observed 
at time /^^ (1 < A < «), the likelihood function is now given by: 
. (m«,)-m(<..,)f'-»-''exp(-(m«,)-mfc.,))) 
2^-11 - - P.13) 
The parameters that maximize the likelihood function can obtained by 
maximizing its logarithm which is a monotonically increasing function of 
its argument. 
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5.4 Development of the Cost Model and Optimal Release Policies 
When a software system is developed and tested, it is released to 
operational phase (sold to users) at time T. We determine the optimal 
release time T minimizing the total cost, subject to a specified reUability 
requirement R^. Mathematically, the problem is to minimize 
C(r)=[cost of testing] +[maintenance cost after testing ], that is: 
Minimise C{T) = C,T+ C,m{T) + C,{m{t^)-m{T)) (5.14) 
subject to R{x IT) = exp[-{m(T + x)- m(T))] >R„ (5.15) 
where 0 < R^ < 1 and x>0. R^ isa. specified reliability requirement. 
5.5 The solution 
First we find the optimal value of T which minimizes C{T) without 
taking into consideration the constraint. Then we find value of T which 
satisfies the reliability requirement (5.15). Finally, we combine these two 
results to obtain optimal release policies. 
5.5.1 Unconstrained solution 
To minimize C{T), the necessary condition is C\T) = 0 at the optimal 
release time T^. From (14), we obtain 
C{T)=C,-{C,-Cjm\T) (5.16) 
Differentiating (16), we have 
C\T) = -(C,-C,)m%T) (5.17) 
where 
7/z" ( J ) = ab(cxp(-b]f{t)dt))giT) (5.18) 
0 
and 
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g(T) = f{T)-bf\T) (5.19) 
By assumption, we have / " ( O ^ 0 , / ( 0 > 0 and f{t) > 0, therefore 
g\T) = riT) - 2hf{T)r{T) < 0 (5.20) 
From (5.3) and (5.16), we can infer that /w'(oo) = 0 and 
C'(cx)) = Cj > 0. We now investigate two situations when g(0) < 0 and 
g(0) > 0, and within each situation, we will consider the cases when 
C'(0) < 0 and C'(0) > 0 respectively. 
(a) g(0) < 0. It is clear that g(0) < 0 impHes / ' (O) < / ' (0). 
From (5.20), g ' (7 ' )<0 and by the consideration of the case 
g(0) < 0, it is obvious that g{T) < Ofor any T > 0. From (5.18) 
we have m!\T) < 0 and from (17), C\T) > 0. 
(i) C '(0)<0. From (5.16), C ' (0)<0 implies 
w ' ( 0 ) > C , / ( C 3 - C , ) . Because C\T)> 0,0(7) is an 
increasing function of T, hence a unique and finite T, exists, 
which satisfies C'(7^) = 0. Thus C{T^) is the minimum value of 
the cost fiinction. 
(ii) C ' (0 )>0 . Again, from (5.16), C ( 0 ) > 0 implies 
A M ' ( 0 ) < C , / ( C 3 - C j ) . In this case, 0{T) is an increasing 
fimction of T and it is always greater than 0. Thus, C{T) is an 
increasing fimction of T and so the software should be released 
immediately after it has been developed, i.e., T, = 0 . 
(b) g ( 0 ) > 0 . From relation (5.19), g(0) > 0 implies 
/ • ( 0 ) > 6/^(0). 
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However g'(0) < 0 for all T > 0. Thus g{T) is a decreasing function 
of T. Because the total number of errors in software is finite, therefore 
w"(oo)<0. Hence from (5.18), we have Mmj-_^^ g{T) <Q. 
Consequently, there exists a unique number T^ , such that g(Ti^) = 0. 
Note also for each T e[0,T,], giT) > 0 and from (5.18), m\T) > 0, 
and C"{T) < 0 from (5.17). On the other hand, for similar reasons, for 
each r e ( r , , o o ) , g ( r ) < 0 , m%T)<0 and C " ( ^ ) > 0 . We 
reconsider two cases as in part (a) above. 
(i) C ' (0 )<0 . Because w'(oo) = 0 and C'(oo)=C, > 0 as 
discussed above, a unique and finite T^ (r, > T )^ exists where 
C'(r,) = 0. 
(ii) C'(0) > O.In this case, we need to check the sign of C'(rj). If 
C ' ( r j > 0, then C{T) > 0 holds for any T{T > O). Therefore 
C{T) is an increasing function of T. Hence, software should be 
released immediately after it has been developed. If C'(7],) < 0, 
the cost function C(T) has a point of inflection at the point 
i.,where C " ( r J = 0. Let T^iT^ > r j be the relative minimum 
of C ( r ) ( r > 0 ) , then if C ( 0 ) > C ( r ) , r , = r , otherwise 
r, =0. 
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5.5.2 Feasible value of T with respect to the constraint 
From the reliability consideration, for a specific operational time ;c > 0, 
the reliability function conditioned on the testing time T from (5.15) is 
R{xlT) = exp[(-/w(r + x)- m{T))] (5.21) 
Differentiation (21) with respect to time , we have 
R\x/T) = -[m\T + x)- m'(r)]exp[-(m(r + ;c) - m{T))] (5.22) 
Because m"(T)>0 implies that m'{T + x)>m\x) for x>0, from 
(5.22), we have R\x/T) < 0. Thus R(x/T) is a decreasing fiinction of 
testing time T. 
Otherwise, it is an increasing function. Based on above analysis, we 
discuss the reliability constraint (5.15) in the following two cases. 
(a) g(0) < 0. When m"(T) < 0, consequently R\x/T) > 0, 
hence R{X/T) is always an increasing function. From this, it is 
evident that if R{x/0)<R,<1, a finite and unique T = T^{> 0) 
exists such that the condition 
R(x/T) = R, (5.23) 
is satisfied. 
(b) g(0) > 0. When T e [0,7,] ,^"(7) > 0, then R{x/T) is 
a decreasing function. Further when T e{T^,^), R{xlT) is an 
increasing function. Therefore, the reliability curve has the form of 
first increasing and then decreasing. If R{xlQ) <RQ<\, a finite 
and unique T = T^ exists which can satisfy (5.23). For the other 
case, when R{XI())>R^, We select T^ in the growth part of the 
reliability curve, i.e., T > r j . 
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5.5.3 Conclusions 
(Optimal release policies) 
Combining the cost and reliability requirements, we can summarize the 
optimal release policies as follows: 
As stated earlier Cj > Cj > 0, C, > 0, x > 0,and 0<RQ<\, we 
consider two cases when 7] = 0 and 7] > 0. 
(a) 7 ;=0 . 
(i) lfR{x/0)<R,<lT'=T^. 
(ii) lfO<R^<R(x/OXT* = 0. 
(b) 7;>o. 
(i) lfR{x/0)<R,<l, r* =max(7 ; , r j . 
(ii) If 0 < ;^ < Rix/0), when ^(0) < 0, 7* = Tj; otherwise 
r =max(7;,7;). 
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CHAPTER - 6 
ERRORS IN SOFTWARE RELIABILITY GROWTH MODELS 
OF DIFFERENT SEVERITY 
6.1 Introduction 
Several Software Reliability Growth Models (SRGMs) have been 
developed in the literature. Some exhibit exponential reliability growth 
whereas others are S-shaped. As S-shapedness in reliabihty can be 
ascribed two different reasons, therefore as many models exit in the 
literature at times leading to confusion in model selection from the 
plethora of models available. In this paper, P. K. Kapur, A. K. Bardhan 
and Omar Shatnawi study a broad class of these models and prove 
analytically that all of these implicitly categorise errors depending on 
their severity and their time of removal. This analysis helps in two ways: 
(i) It is important that the model should be developed explicitly to 
account for errors of different severity, and 
(ii) How to streamline the testing resources in order to increase the 
error detection. 
The models developed through (i) can also be used for Object Oriented 
Programming and distributed development environments. This aspect is 
only highlighted. Some optimization problems in software reliability are 
also briefly discussed. 
Computer are being widely used for a variety of applications in our daily 
life. With the rapid advancement in the technology, the cost of computet 
hardware has been steadily declining while on the contrary the cost of 
computer software is increasing. The production of computer is seen to be 
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the most prominent industry today. Therefore, it is of utmost importance 
to develop high quaUty software systems. The quality of software system 
can be described in terms of Complexity, Maintainability, Portability and 
Reliability etc. Software reliability can easily quantify the quality of 
software. It is defined as probability that the system will work without 
failure for a specified span of time under a given usage environment. The 
software failure is the department of the software output from the system 
specification and is the manifestation of the error, which may have been 
introduced by the system analysers, designers, programmers and 
managers during different phases of software development life-cycle. In 
order to detect and remove the errors, the software is tested. During 
testing, test cases are run on the software. After a failure is reported, 
effort is made to first isolate the cause of the failure and then to remove it. 
Hence during testing the number of faults lying dormant in the software is 
reduced. Observing the failure phenomenon, software quality in terms of 
its reliability can be measured. Several Software Reliability Growth 
Models (SRGMs) have been developed in the literature to monitor the 
error removal process and measure and predict the reliability of the 
software systems [9,13,14,15,16,17,18,19]. During testing phase it has 
been observed that the relationship between the testing time and the 
corresponding number of errors removed is either exponential or S-
shaped or the mix of two. The following are some of the SRGMs of 
interest, which exhibit such behaviour are discussed in this paper. 
1. SRGM due to Geol and Okumoto (purely exponential in nature)[2] 
2. SRGM due to Yamada et. al. (purely S-shaped)[19] 
3. SRGM due to Ohba (Flexible)[15] 
4. SRGM due to Bittanti et. al. (Flexible)[l] 
5. SRGM due to Kapur et. al. (Flexible)[4] 
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Intensity functions for 2, 3, 4 and 5 have two points of inflection, which 
can be impHcitly attributed to errors of different severity. Severity is 
determined by the time of its detection/removal. However, it should be 
noted that the simple errors most of which are detected in the earUer stage 
of testing continue to reside in software till the end of testing. Therefore 
when we categorise errors, except simple errors, all others are relatively 
difficult, relatively hard and complex errors. Though many criteria can be 
defined for categorizing errors, the ability of test cases to force the fault 
detection has been chosen for the purpose in this paper. Under the 
assumption that testing is done uniformly, simple hard and complex faults 
manifest themselves at any time during testing but are generally 
concentrated at distinct time intervals. 
An interesting inference can be made regarding the analysis namely all 
the models are robust and can be used for any testing environment and 
can be termed as Black-box models, which are used without having any 
information about the nature of the software being tested. Whereas if one 
has to develop what is called white-box model, one needs to know about 
the software technology, which has been used to develop the software. 
Thus, it is imperative to clear understand the software development 
enviromnent and according there is need to develop a model, which can 
explicitly explain the software technology that has been used to develop 
the software and now being tested. Thus, it is inportant that the SRGM 
should explicitly take into account the errors of different severity. Such a 
modeling approach was earlier adopted by Kapur et al. [6,7]. This 
approach can capture variability in the growth curves depending on the 
environment it is being used and at the same time it has the capability to 
reduce either to exponential or S-shaped growth curves. 
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6.1.1 Assumptions 
Some of the general assumption (apart from some special ones for 
specific models discussed) assumed in the models discussed in this paper 
are as follows: 
1. Software system is subject to failure during execution caused by 
errors / faults remaining in the system. 
2. Failure rate of the software is equally affected by errors / faults 
remaining in the software. 
3. The number of faults detected at any time is proportional to the 
remaining number of errors / faults in the software. 
4. On a failure, repair effort starts and error / fault causing failure is 
removed with certainty. 
5. All errors / faults are mutually independent from failure detection 
point of view. 
6. The proportionally of failure detection / faults isolation / fault 
removal is constant. 
7. Corresponding to the error detection / removal phenomenon at the 
manufacturer / user end, there exist an equivalent error detection / 
error removal at the user / manufacturer end. 
8. The error detection / removal phenomenon is modelled by NHPP. 
6.1.2 Notations Used 
m{t) : Expectednumber of errors removed in (0,t], mean value 
fimction of NHPP. 
a,b : constants, representing initial error content and rate of error 
removal per remaining for a software. 
p, q : proportionally constants. 
m,^  (t) : expected number of failures in (0,t] due to type / errors. 
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m^ (t) : expected number of errors of type / identified in (0,t] 
m.^ (t) : expected number of errors of type / removed in (0,t] 
Z : Total testing resource (manpower, computer time etc.) 
available. 
C{T) : Total software testing cost, includes cost of testing, removal 
(during testing and implementation) and others. 
6.1.3 Non Homogeneous Poission Process 
Let ( A ' ^ ( / ) ; ^ > 0 ) be a counting process representing the cumulative 
number of failures (or faults isolated as the case may be) by time t, N{t) 
is a random variable and {N(t);t > O) is a Non Homogeneous Poission 
Process (NHPP) if 
(i) A^(0) = 0 
(ii) {N{t)', t>0) has independent increments 
(iii) P(two or more events in (/, / / At) )= 0(At) 
(iv) P(exactly one event in {t,t + At))=^.{t) + 0{At) 
t 
where X(t) is intensity function of N{t). If we let m{t) = jA,(x)dx 
0 
represent the mean of number of faults removed in (0,t], it can be shown 
that 
P[Nit) = n] = ^I^mS_^ n = 0,1,2,... (i) 
nl 
i.e. N{t) has a Poission distribution with expected E[N{t)] = m{t) for 
^ > 0 and m{t) is called the mean value function of NHPP. 
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6.1.4 Software Reliability 
It is defined as the probability that a given software operates failure free 
for a specified time, on the machines for which it was designed, with the 
condition that the last failure occurred at a given time. If the fault 
detection process follows a NHPP then it can be shown that the software 
reliability at time t for given interval {t,t + x) is given by [2,14], 
R(x /1) = e-^'"^''''^-'"^'^^ (2) 
6.1.5 Estimation of Parameters 
Though Method of Least squares has been used by some authors but it is 
the Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) method that has been 
extensively adopted estimation of parameters of SRGMs based upon 
NHPP [14]. We briefly discuss the MLE procedure for two types of 
software failure data. 
If the software removal data is grouped into k points 
(t.,y.)',i = \,2,...^k, where y^ is the cumulative number of faults 
removed at time t. and t. is the accumulated test time spent to remove y^ 
faults and is increasing in /. The likelihood fiinction L is given as: 
Taking natural logarithm of (2), we get 
I 
1=1 
logl = 1(3 ,^ -x._,)ln[mft)-m(f,_,)] 
-5:ln[0',-3',-,)!] 1=1 
The MLE of the parameter of SRGM can be obtained by maximizing (4) 
with respect to the model parameters. 
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For the second type of data, suppose that estimation is to be performed at 
a specified time t^, not necessarily corresponding to a failure, and with 
total of m^ failures being experienced at time t^,t^,...,t^^. 
Then the likelihood function for the NHPP discussed above is [2]: 
L = 
\X{x)dx 
e' (5) 
The MLE of the parameters can be obtained by maximizing Likelihood 
function or its Log likelihood function. 
6.1.6 Comparison Criteria 
The performance of SRGMs is judged by their ability to fit the past 
software fault data (goodness of fit) and to predict satisfactorily the future 
behaviour of the software fault removal process (predictive 
validity)[9,22]. 
Goodness of fit criteria. 
1. The Mean Square Fitting Error (MSB): The model under comparison 
is used to simulate the fault data, the difference between the simulated 
data m(t.) and the observed data y. is measured by MSEas 
follows. 
MSE = i^'^^''^-y'^' (6) 
'=1 k 
where k is the number of observations. The lower MSE indicates 
less fitting error, thus better goodness of fit. 
2, The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC): It is defined as AIC=-2(The 
value of the maximum log likelihood function) +2(The number of the 
parameters used in the model). 
Lower value of AIC indicates more confidence in the model. 
I l l 
3. Kolmogorov-smimov test: The goodness of fit test based upon 
Kolmogorov-smimov test statistic is useful even if the sample size 
of observed data is small [20]. The Kolmogorov-smimov test 
statistic for failure data observed as (^,,>',),i = 1,.-,^ is given as 
Z) = max{A} (7) 
Hi<n 
D = max^ m{ti) y,- (8) 
Ht,) y, 
For failure occurrence data t.,i = 1,2,...,A: the statistic is given as 
Z)=max{AI (9)  {Dj} 
D - max^ 
mft) w(/,.) i-\ 
m{t,^) k-l 
(10) 
m{t^) k-l 
The values of the test statistic are compared with the critical values 
Dj^.^ and D^_^.^ with sample sizes k and [k -1 ) respectively and for 
specified level of significance a. If the calculated value of D is less 
than the selected critical value, then it can be concluded that the 
observed data fit the appUed SRGM. 
Predictive validity criterion[14]. 
The number of fault removal by time t^ can be predicted by the SRGM 
and compared to the reported fault removal, i.e. y,^. The difference 
between the predicted value m{t,^) and the reported value measures the 
fauh in the prediction. The ratio [(fh(tj^)-y,^)/y^] is called the 
Relative Prediction Error (RPE). If the RPE is negative (positive) the 
SRGM is said to underestimate (overestimate) the fault removal process. 
A value close to zero for RPE indicates more accurate prediction, thus 
more confidence in the model. 
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6.2 Some Software Reliability Growth Models 
6.2.1 Goel-Okumoto model[2] 
Following differential equation results from assumption-3 
— m{t) = b[a-mit)] (11) 
dt 
The above first equation linear differential equation when solved with the 
initial condition m{0) = 0 gives the following mean value function for 
NHPP (1) 
m{t) = a{l-e-'") (12) 
The above mean value function is exponential in nature and does not 
provide a good fit to the S-shaped growth curves that generally occur in 
Software Reliability, But the model is popular due to its simplicity. Now 
we briefly discuss below some S-shaped SRGMs. 
6.2.2 Delayed S-shaped SRGM, Yamada et al.[19] 
Fault detection in this model is assumed to be a two-phase process 
consisting of failure detection and it's eventual removal by isolation. It 
takes into account the time taken to isolate and remove a fault and so it is 
important that the data to be used here should be that of fault and remove 
a fault isolation. It is further assumed that the number of faults isolated at 
any time is proportional to the current number of faults not isolated. 
Failure rate and isolation rate per error are assume to be same and equal 
to b. Thus 
d_ 
dt 
d_ 
dt 
Solving these, we get the main values function that 
m^(t) = b[a-mf(t)] (13) 
m{t) = b[m^{t)-m{t)] (14) 
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mit) = a[l-(l + bt)e-'"] (15) 
Alternatively the model can also be formulated as one stage process 
directly as follows. 
— mit) = 
dt 
( U^i \ b't 
l + bt 
(a-mit)) (16) 
It is observed that >b and Z> ^ oo. This model was specifically 
l + bt 
developed to account for lag in the failure observation and its subsequent 
removal. This kind of derivation is peculiar to software reliability only. 
6.2.3 Inflection S-shaped SRGM, Ohba[15] 
The model attributes S-shapedness to the mutual dependency between 
software errors. Other than assumption 3 it is also assume that the 
software contains two types of errors, namely mutually dependent and 
mutually independent. The mutually independent errors are those located 
on different execution paths of the software, therefore they are likely to 
be detected and removed. The mutually dependent errors are those errors 
located on the same execution path. According to the order of the 
software execution, some errors in the execution path will not be removed 
until their preceding errors are removed . 
Let r denote the ratio of independent errors to the total number of errors 
in the software. This ratio is called the inflection parameter(0 < r < 1). If 
all errors in the software system are mutually independent (r = l) then 
the errors are randomly removed and the growth curve is exponential. 
According to the assumptions of the model, the error removal intensity 
can be written as 
d 
— m(t) = b(t)[a-m(t)] (17) 
at 
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b(t), the error removal rate at time t is defined as 
b{t) = b(p(t) 
where, (p{t) the inflection function is defined as 
q)(t) = r + (1 - r ) ^ , ^ ( 0 ) = 0 and (p{oo) = 1 (18) 
a 
b is the error removal rate in the steady state. Solving (17) under the 
initial condition m(0) = 0, we get 
m{t) = a-\^ (19) 
1 + i^e-
r 
If r = 1, the model reduces to the Goel-Okumoto model [2]. For different 
values of r different growth curves can be obtained and in that sense it is 
flexible. 
6.2.4 Flexible, SRGM, Bittanti et al.[l] 
The error removal rates are different during the early and late stages of 
software testing depending upon the nature of faults contained in the 
software. The rate may decrease sharply during testing due to reduction in 
latent faults. On the contrary it can also happen that the removal of errors 
increases the skill of the testing team leading to more efficient testing and 
higher failure reports and fauh removals (often observed when testing has 
been done for certain duration). Bittanti et al.[l] exploited this change in 
error removal rate, which they termed as the fault exposure coefficient 
(FEC) for their SRGM. The FEC is given as a function of errors removed 
as follows: 
^ (m) = A:, + ( ^ , - ^ , ) ^ (20) 
a 
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where k^ and k. are the initial and final values of FEC respectively 
{K{0)=-k.andK{co) = kf). 
According to the values of k^ and kj^ one can distinguish between the 
following cases: 
1. Constant FEC: k^ =k^ 
2. Increasing FEC : k. < k^ 
3. Decreasing FEC : k^ > kj. 
4. Vanishing FEC : k^ = 0,k. > 0. 
The error removal intensity is given as 
— m{t) = K(m)[a - m{t)] (21) 
dt 
Solving (21) after substituting (20) with the usual initial condition we get, 
k^+k.{e^ -1 ) 
Also some simplifications m(t) can be written as 
MO=fl u _j, (23) 
1 + 5^3^-/' 
Which is similar to equation (19). Again the structure of the model is 
flexible. The shape of the growth curve is determined by the parameters 
,^.and kf and can be both exponential and S-shaped for the four cases 
discussed above. 
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6.2.5 SRGM for an error removal phenomenon, Kapur and Garg [4] 
This model is based upon the following additional assumption: On a 
failure observation, the error removal process also removes portion of 
remaining errors, without their causing any failures. 
Based on the assumption the error removal intensity can be written as 
—m{t) = p[a - m{t)] + q^[a - mit)] (24) 
dt a 
Parameters p and q denote the rate at which failures are occurring and 
the rate of additional error removals respectively. Solving equation (24) 
with the usual initial condition, the expected number of errors detected in 
(0,t] is given as 
\ _ g-(p+<J)« 
m(t) = a (25) 
q 
Which is similar to equations (19) and (23), though they have been 
derived under different assumptions. Curves for m{t) can be exponential 
or S-shaped depending upon the values of /7and q. In the following 
section it is discussed how the shape of error detection curves can give 
and idea about the nature of errors lying dormant in the software. 
6.3 Categorization of Errors 
Next, we show analytically how these models help in categorizing models 
for different severity [10]. The non-cumulative instantaneous error 
detection at any instant 7', is given by the first derivative of equation 
(19), (23) and (25) with respect to time. As models described in these 
three equations are similar, we have chosen equation (25) for illustration. 
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,,(,)4'«(0 = a £ ( ^ ± ^ (26) 
The curve for m\t)\s depicted in figure 1. The peak of the curve is at 
T\ where 
r=-±-\n{plq) (27) 
li p = q then T* =0 and if p>q then T' does not exist. Hence 
depending upon the values of p = q, T* takes positive, zero or negative 
value. Negative values of T* imply that curve is decreasing in nature. 
m\r) = ^ {p + qf (28) 
Aq 
Certain distinguishing features about the error detection process can now 
be identified. From equation (28) one can check that 
m\t = 0) = m\t = 2T*) = ap 
i.e. the curve for m\t), the non-cumulative error detection is symmetric 
about the time T up to time 27" . From equation (26) we observe that the 
number of failures decreases with time, whereas the number of errors 
detected consequent ton a failure first increase and after reaching the peak 
at T decreases. Edamining the trends in both instantaneous error 
detection w'(/)and its rate of change \—m'(t) = m"{t)], we can get an 
insight into the error detection process. These trends indicate nature of 
errors detected consequent to a failure. Such trends for the SRGM based 
on equation (26) is summarized in the following table. 
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Time interval 
Zero to 7j 
7; t o r 
rtoT^ 
Beyond T^ 
Trendinm'(Oif —/w(/) 
dt 
Increasing at an increasing rate 
Increasing at a decreasing rate 
Decreasing at an increasing rate 
Decreasing at an increasing rate 
Errors can be categorized according to their severity in terms of the 
impact, complexity in removal [6,7], or the relative case with which they 
are identify while testing. In this paper we exclusively deal with the last 
case. Errors are categorized with respect to time they take to detection. It 
is a common observation that during testing, errors in path executed more 
frequently are found quickly than those in path traversed under 
infrequent and unusual condition. When failure occurs, while checking 
the codes for identifying the errors some other errors are detected. The 
numbers of error detected consequent to a failure gives an idea about the 
type of errors being detected and about the nature of remaining errors. 
Hence testing effort can be streamlined to achieve better error detection 
and appropriate testing control can be initiated for a particular error 
category [11]. 
In practical situations it has been observed that a large number of simple 
(trivial) errors are easily detected at the early stages of testing while error 
removal may become extremely difficult in the later stages. In this case 
the error removal rate has a high value at the beginning as compared to 
the value at the end of testing phase. But we observe that the error 
removal rate increases at in the interval (0, T*) and that an increasing rate 
in the interval (0,7;). This may be attributed to fact that the removal 
process increases the skill of the testing team, which leads to increase in 
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efficiency. Consequently, though the failure rate as observed from 
equation (25) decreases exponentially, the number of errors detected 
consequent to a failure increases. We term these errors, relatively easy 
errors and those detected later as relatively difficult errors. 
The point T' is the inflection point for the cumulative curve m{t) and it 
is the maxima for the non-cumulative m'{t). In the interval {T*,T^), the 
error detection rate decreases, i.e. still lesser number of errors are 
detected consequent to a failure. Hence the errors are not similar in 
nature, to those found in initial stages. We term these type of errors as 
relatively hard errors. In the interval (^2,00) the non-cumulative curve 
behaves similar to the failure rate curve. A very few additional errors are 
detected other than the cause errors of a fault. During this period complex 
errors are detected and decision is taken on termination of testing. We 
name the errors present in this category as relatively complex errors. 
Number of errors in each category. 
The points of inflection 7] and T^ can be found by taking the second 
derivative of m'(0 given in equation (26) with respect to time and 
equating to zero. This gives the following expressions for 7] and T^. 
and 
7;=—!-ln 
p + q 
7 ; = - ^ In 
(2 + V3)^ 
(I/(2-hV3))^ 
(29) 
(30) 
p + q 
Using 7Jand Tj the number of errors of each category present in the 
software can be calculated. 
Number of relatively easy errors. 
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E,=miT,) = a 1 2 + V3 3 + V3 3 + ^'q 
Number of relatively difficult errors, 
(31) 
E,=m(r)-mm = 
Number of relatively hard errors, 
E,=m{T,)-m(r) = 
a 
2V3 1 + 
a 
2V3 
9j 
1 + ^ 
(32) 
(33) 
Number of relatively complex errors, 
a 
E,=a-m(T,) = 3 + V3 1 + ^ (34) 
The error categorization is based on the points of inflection of the S-
shaped SRGM, which depends on the values of pand q. Hence for 
growth curves one or more of T^, T and T^ may or may not exist and 
consequently the error categories. 
6.3.1 Generalized Erlang Software Reliability Growtli Model, 
Kapur et al. [7] 
In this section we have shown that models developed in [4] categorise 
errors of different severity depending on their complexity. Therefore it is 
appropriate that we should develop models which explicitly rather than 
implicitly define that phenomenon. First, we develop a model assuming 
that the software contains three types : Simple, Hard and Complex, which 
can be extended to any types. A simple fauh removal is modelled as a one 
stage process as follows: 
—m,{t) = b,ia,-m,it)) (35) 
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solving the above differential equation using w,(0) = 0, we get 
m,(t) = a,(l-e-'") (36) 
The harder types of faults are assumed to take more testing effort. In 
other words it also means that the testing team personnel have to spend 
more time to analyze the cause of the failure and consequently need more 
effort to remove them. Removal process for such faults is modelled as 2-
stage process given by 
d_ 
dt 
d_ 
dt 
The first stage is given by equation (36). This stage describes the failure 
observation and fault detection phase. The second stage given in (37) 
describes the delayed fault removal phase. Solving (36) and (37) using 
7«2/(0) = 0 and m^{0) = 0, we get 
m,{t) = a,\i-{\ + bt)e-'''] (39) 
The complex fault removal is modelled as a three-stage process as 
described below 
—m,f{t) = b,{a,-m,f{t)) (40) 
~m,^{t) = h,{a,-m,^{t)) (37) 
-m,{t) = b,{m,^{t)-m,{t)) (38) 
dt 
dt 
—m,j{t) = b,(m,^(t) - m,,{t)) (41) 
—m, (0 = b, {m,, (0 - m, (t)) (42) 
Since conplex faults need no more effort for their removal, the removal 
phase is modeled as two stage (isolation and removal) process (40) and 
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(41). Solving (40), (41) and (42) using m3^(0) = 0, m3,(0) = 0 and 
m3(0) = 0,weget 
r t^ .^ 
(43) m,{t) = a, \-{\^b,t^bl^^)e'-' 
Consider a software consisting of all the three types of faults in the 
proportions of p^,p^m^i p^ respectively (/?, +P2+ P^ =!)• Assume 
p^=P^p^=Q and /?, = l - ( P + 0 the mean value function of 
superposed NHPP is 
m(t) = m, (0 + m^ (t) + m^ (t) 
= a[l - e'"' (l-P-Q)- Pe-'^' (1 + b,t) (44) 
We also observe that the removal rate per fault for simple faults is a 
constant 6,, where as for hard complex faults, these rates are functions of 
time / and are given respectively by 
a^-m^it) l + b^t 
Tf"^'^^^ bY 
a^-m^t) 2il + b,t + ^) 
Note that fi?2(/)and ^3(0 increase monotonically with time t and trend 
to be constant b^ and b^ respectively as ^ —> 00. Thus, in steady state, 
delayed S-shaped and 3-stage Erlang given by equations (39) and (43) 
behave similar to exponential growth curve and hence there is no loss of 
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generality in assuming the steady state rates b^ and b^ to be equal to Z),. 
Using b^=b^=b^=b equation (44) reduces to 
m(t) = a \-e -bt \ + {P + Q)bt QbY' (47) 
and the fault removal rates per fault for the three types of faults are b, 
bh 
\ + bt 
and bh' 
bh^ 
respectively. Also note that 
2{\ + bt + ^-^) 
bY 
b> > 
3.2 b't 
3.2 ' 
1 + ^^  2(l + bt + ^ ) 
2 
which is in accordance with the severity of a fault defined earlier. 
A substantial improvement of performance in terms of goodness fit and 
predictive validity of the SRGM (38) is observed when compared with 
Goel-Okumoto [2] and Yamada [18,19] models. This improvement in 
performance of the proposed model is attributed to the inclusion of three 
types of faults. This suggests that introduction of more faults types in the 
model may fiirther improve its performance. The procedure described 
above can be applied to extend th Generalized Erlang model to include 
more than three faults types. Generally we can write [19], 
n 
f . . . . . . A (48) 
n 
1=1 f- J >o /! 
The analysis followed above can be applied again. Therefore we can 
assume b^=b^=--- = b^=b. Accordingly equation (48) can be written 
as 
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m{t)=Y.ap. ^ .'Mbty^ l - e ' S 
.=1 ^ '- J- J ;=o j \ 
(49) 
where n is the number of faults in the software system and } is the 
number of stages required to remove the faults after its failure 
observation / fault detection. It is noted that while estimating the 
parameters of SRGM (48) one or more {a.,b.) that value (0,0) pointing to 
the absence of corresponding type of fault in the software. On validation 
of the model it was observed that generally faults are of not more than 
few types. 
6.4 Some Optimization problems in Software Reliability 
Large software consists of modules, which are tested individually prior to 
system testing known as integration testing. Though no conclusion can be 
drawn about the system reliability during module testing, it is desirable to 
remove as many errors as possible. Generally the time for which modules 
are to be tested is decided before the start of the testing phase, which 
implies a limited testing resource in the hand of the management. Again, 
modules that are tested independently differ from each other with respect 
to size (number of lines of code), importance towards system reliability 
and nature and number of faults lying in them. This gives rise to an 
optimization problems [12], which we discuss in this section along with 
another one, known as the release time problem. 
Though prolonged testing is desirable from reliability point of view, they 
add substantially to the software development cost. Delay in software 
implementation can lead to cost overruns as well as lost business 
opportunity. On he other hand inadequate testing can lead to catastrophic 
results. Hence a proper trade-off between the testing time and reliability 
is required. In other words determination of optimal software release time 
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[4,5] is very important. This also gives rise to an optimization problem 
that we discuss below. 
6.4.1 Allocation Problem 
Consider a software having N modules, which are being tested 
independently for removing faults lying dormant in them. The duration of 
module testing is often fixed when scheduling is done for the whole 
testing phase. Hence limited resources are available, that need to be 
allocated judiciously. If w,. faults are expected to be removed from the 
i-th module with effort X., the resulting testing resource allocation 
problem can be stated as follows [12]. 
N 
maxZw,. 
1=1 
subject to 
Z Z , = Z , Z , > 0 , / = l,...iV (PI) 
Above optimization problem is the simplest one as it consider the 
recourse constraint only. More variations with respect to reliability 
requirements or minimum level of fault removal have discussed in Kapur 
et al. [12]. For solving (PI) a fimctional relationship between fauh 
removal and resource consumption is required and a SRGM with testing 
effort can ideally serve the purpose. Optimization techniques like 
Dynamic Programming, Goal programming, 0-1 Integer programming 
have been used to help in decision making in such situations. 
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6.4.1 Release Time Problem 
Software release time problem [4, 5] has been classified in a number of 
ways. One is when to release the software so that cost incurred during 
software life-cycle is minimized subject to reliability constraint (Cost 
criterion). Another is to find the stopping time when a maximum level of 
reliability is achieved subject to budgetary and time constraints. But the 
decision maker may also be interested in minimizing the total expected 
software cost and maximizing the reUability of the software at the same 
time. Further, the optimization can be carried out under both the budget 
and reliability constraints. 
Mathematically the problem can be formulated as 
Maximize R(x/T) 
Minimize C{T) 
subject to 
C(T) < C, 
R{xlT) >R„T>0,0<R,<1 (P2) 
where T is the release time of the software, optimal value of which can 
be obtained by solving problem (P2). The release policy so determined is 
known as the bi-criterion release poUcy [5]. The reliability R{xlT) can 
be evaluated from equation (2) using a SRGM. R^ is the desired level or 
reliability and C^ is the budget allocated for testing. 
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6.5 Conclusion 
In this paper we have shown through existing SRGMs that they all 
categorize errors of different severity though implicitly. None of the 
SRGMs explicitly model the reliability growth phenomenon assuming 
errors of different severity. As a result one tends to believe that the way 
models have been developed, they all can be termed black-box models as 
they are not taking into account the software technology that is being 
used. As the software technology is changing with the passage of time, 
we feel that the modeling approach should be addressed accordingly. The 
generalized Erlang model is a step in that direction. Besides we have also 
discussed briefly two important optimization problems namely allocation 
of resources and release time for a software. Several variations of these 
problems can be fiirther carried out. Lastly, we may add that discrete time 
models in software reliability are also important and only a little effort 
have been made in this direction. 
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